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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE | 

POTTERY OF THE ONEOTA (PHASE OF THE SIOUAN) CULTURE 

{Editor's Note: The statement reproduced below was evidently attached 

to the first page of the report on Oneota pottery by Mr. Orr in 1940 to - 

clarify the changes in terminology that had taken place since the report 

was first written in 1935. The first four pages of the report have been 

retyped to incorporate editorial changes made in pencil that would be 

: difficult to read on microcard. } 

| The prehistoric people whose pottery is described on the following 

| pages were called the Oneota by’Dr. Charles R. Keyes who first studied 

them, 
} They are now (1940) designated as the Orr focus of the Oneota aspect 

' of the Upper Mississippi cultures. : 

* They belong to the Sioux family - the second largest linguistic 

group in North America. 
In the future the scheme of their relationship may be further changed. 

Year by year as we study and coordinate what we learn of the pre- 

historic Indian by literally "Digging up the Past", our present conceptions 

of their civilizations and relationships are bound to change. 

We must judge our descriptions and conclusions made at some time in the 

past by our knowledge at that time and not by what we know now. 
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE 

POTTERY OF THE ONEOTA (PHASE OF THE SIOUAN) CULTURE. 

(A Second Paper) 

Fragments of the type pottery of this phase of the Siouan culture, as 
defined by Dr. Keyes, (See Palimpsest for June, 1927) are, or speaking more 
accurately, were found, in great abundance on the flood plains, terraces and 
low sandy shoulders and spurs of the bordering bluffs of the Oneota or Upper 
Iowa river in Allamakee County, Iowa. It does not occur on the tops of the : 
bluffs along that stream nor on the general upland peneplain. Also, from 
the very numerous burial places and caches discovered on the locations men- 
tioned much of this pottery has been recovered, - either whole or that could 
be restored. 

The graves of the people of the Oneota culture are shallow, being not 
more than two and one-half feet deep, and occur singly or in groups of up to 
twenty, perhaps even more. The skeletons found in them are in an extended, 

+. or sometimes reclining, position. Rarely "bundle burials" are found. 
Although they used the mounds built by earlier occupants of the valley, 

as burial places, there is no unquestioned evidence that they themselves 
were mound builders. 

The mortuary vessels with these skeletons are always packed solidly 
full of earth, and usually have been more or less broken up by the pressure 
of the earth settling, sometimes beyond repair, at others not so bad but 
that they cen be made whole again. At times incomplete vessels are found - 
beyond question placed with the buriais in that condition - a deposits of 
sherds - often of different vessels - are not rare. 

Some forty years ago it was discovered by the people living in the 
- valley that certain small areas covered by flat rocks were "Indian graves", 

and knowing that these were quite likely to contain "relics" that could be 
sold to collectors, they sought out all such and the results of their digging 
were scattered widely. 

Now that the rock covered graves have all been despoiled, those that 
were not so covered are found only when a burial place or cache is uncovered 
in building or maintaining roads or when washed out of the ditches by storm 
water, or in the systematic trenching of a "cemetery". 

5 Pioneer settlers have told us of the great quantities of pottery : 

é fragments turned up by their plows on the camp sites when they first began 

to cultivate the bottom lands or flood plain of the river. So plentiful 
were these that eventually they failed even to excite their curiosity - 
they were there as a matter of course. Sometimes they "picked up handles 
and carried them home", there they soon were lost or carried off by visitors. 

But since the settlement of the country by the whites, these bottoms 
have been covered by from eighteen to twenty-four inches of silt left by 
the floods, effectually covering for all time the original black loam 
surface soil with its rich content of this broken pottery and other evidences 

of prehistoric occupation.
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Oneota Culture pottery is made of clay tempered-@ith crushed clam 
: shells. The particular kind of clay used cannot now be determined. Besides 

the bdack soil of the bottom lands and the gray soil of the upland forested 
| areas, three kinds of loess are available. The shells were probably of a 
j small thin-shelled species found in the nearby stream, and of which we found 

in 1930, a cache of a bushel or more buried in the bank beside the road at 
the west end of the ORegan terrace. 

This tempering material, running all the way in size from mere specks 
to thin flakes one-tenth of an inch across, was mixed very uniformly with 
the clay, forming more than twenty-five per cent of the mixture or aggregate. 

In firing it turned. some shade of ash or drab, or sometimes a brownish 
or yellowish. Sometimes a dirty white or cream color, or sometimes black, or 
with large patches of black and a light color irregularly intermingled. Poe 

i Often the bottoms were subsequently blackened by soot from use in 
cooking, some incrustation of which occasionally still remains. Some incrus- ce 
tation, too, of food burned black is not uncommonly found inside. Because of 

; this burned food adhering to the inside and soot to the outside, it is quite 
i evident that the same pots used by the individual while living were placed 
| beside his or her body when interred. 

On some of the vessels a film of coloring. on the outside is of different 
shades of a light pinkish brick color. This may have beea produced by the 

i admixture of some coloring matter with the aggregate, or it may have been 
j produced by the use of a slip. - 

Occasionally pieces that have been cached in the valley loess show a 
thin incrustation of lime carbonate that has leached out of the clay since 
they were buried there. 

The quite apparent different uses of this pottery divide it easily into 
two classes, 

One being the small vesseis (pots) from two to ten inches in diameter, 
I with an average of five, used in cooking and for depositing in the graves 
i with their dead. The other, large vessels with an average diameter of 
i ‘sixteen inches, were evidently used for storage as they are not found with 
! burials and never have incrustations.of soot. Usually they are found as 

cached fragments - seldom whole. 
The average thickness of the walls of the smaller vessels was not far 

i from twenty hundredths of an inch, the larger being from twenty-five to 
¥ fifty hundredths. 

The first mentioned might be called the culinary or mortuary class, 
G depending on whether or not it was found with a burial. The second, the 

storage class. j 
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; All pottery of this culture, and especially that compirsing the 
larger class, must have been fragile enough to have required very careful ; 
handling. It would seem that it would not be possible to move it about to i 
any extent, and the occurrence of quantities of fragments indicate a quite 
sedentary people.and long occupancy of camp or village sites along the 
Upper Lowa river. : 

As to shape, there may be said to be one principal type which may be 
defined as having a globular, ellipsoidal, or depressed spherical bowl. 

At the top is a round or oval neck quite uniformly two-thirds the 
diameter of the body and surrounding an opeing in the same with which it ‘ 
is connected by an upward curve of the walls. 

This type has many variants. 
The body may be an almost perfect sphere or its horizontal diameter 

may be- greater one way than the other; the top may be considerably flat- 
tened, or it may be drawn out upwards; and the necks of no two be exactly 
alike. 

Some necks are curved or rolled outwards either much or little, at 
times forming the segment of a circle whose diameter is equal to the height 
of the neck. These latter are, however, the exception, the usual type 

i having much less curvature. 
A less usual type of neck is straight sided, and we have a piece of 

one that curves inward. 
The height varies from one-half inch in the mortuary class to three 

inches in some of the larger class. 
Occasionally there is an exactly vertical neck but usually they flare 

outward in the straight sided ones, giving a funnel shaped appearance. 
Usually the rim of the neck is pinched out thinner than the other part. 

Usually on each vessel, directly opposite from each other, are two 
handles attached to the neck and body in the same manner as the handles 

y of a common (white man's) jug. i 
In size these handles are all the way from those on the mortuary class, 

through which not even the little finger can be thrust, to those of some of 
the larger vessels that will admit of the insertion of three fingers. 

Most of the handles have on the outside from three to five strong 
Pronounced ribs, the usual number being four, whether to strengthen or 
placed there for ornament, is problematical.
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Except that the necks are round or oval to correspond with the body, 
and that the necks of the mortuary vessels are uniformly one-half inch in 
height, there seems to be no definite relation in size and shape between 
them and the bodies - some of the largest vessels having a neck no more 
than one inch high, others being three inches. 

Occasionally vessels of the general type have quarter inch holes on 
either side instead of handles, and a few have an additiona! pair of 
handles attached at right angles to. the other two, 

| A somewhat unique variant of the general type is one with a boat- 
shaped bowl, the top being much depressed and the bowl drawn out in its 
longest diameter to a blunt turned up point. Only two specimens of this 
type are known. One in the State Historical Society's collection and one 
in the Timmerman. 

A second type ot the Oneota culture pottery is a vessel shaped like a 
common bowl. This type has a one-fourth inch hole through opposite sides 
near the rim. 

i Of this type we know of but one specimen, dark red, much blackened and 
} ' without ornament. 
{ 

A third type is the small pear or barnacle shaped child's mortuary 
pottery. These are poorly made unornamented vessels having a diameter of 
around two inches, 5 

Cross sections of Oneota culture pottery fragments show a very decided 
laminated appearance. This and the very evident moulding of the inside by 
hands, as indicated by the unevenness and finger marks, seems to indicate 
that the material was spread out and rubbed down by a paddle against a hand 
held as a support on the inside. 

: Pottery of the Orr aspect of the Upper Mississippi culture show only 
the simplest patterns of ornamentation, consisting of shallow incised lines 
made with a blunt pointed instrument having a width up to three-tenths of an 
inch, or with the finger, or a rounded spatulate bone. : 

These lines radiate not very regularly out from the neck to the. "swell" 
or greatest diameter of the’ bowl. Sometimes so arranged as to form crude 
triangular figures, 

fe One fragment in our collection was ornamented by drawing the finger 
downwards and outwards from the neck to the swell at distances apart of 
from one to one and one-half inches. The pressure applied to the soft 
material in making these produced corresponding bulges on the inside. 

_ This piece also had a coating of lime carbonate. 
" Necks are unornamented except for indentations on the rim.
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Of sixty-three rims, seven show no indentations. Others show the 

characteristic finger marks, twenty to fifty one-hundredths of an inch 
wide and five to ten one-hundredths deep. 

In a few the indentation was made by pressing the finger diagonally 
across the rim but in most it was made by pressing the end straight down 
making a distinct impression of the end of the nail. 

On the whole we may say that the attempts at ornamentation produced 

only the crudest results. . 
We have three specimens of Oneota culture pottery that were ornamented 

by stabbing or pricking in irregularly with a blunt, round pointed instru~ 
ment, - once in connection with narrow incised lines so arranged as to form 
crude triangles. 

Finally it may be said, that while the people in this culture had 

acquired the skill to shape very symmetrical pottery of one general type 

and produce quantities of this, and had the artistic ability to vary this 

type greatly, still they were unable to originate anything but the crudest 
ornamentation. 

a4 

Depressed ellipsoidal ae ORegan Terrace Indian Cemetery. 
Found in excavations made by Saddler 1932. Now in Timmerman 
collection, New Albin. About 1/4 actual size.
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Handle of Large Vessel of Oneota Culture Pottery, the 
= Diameter of the Body of Which was not far from Fifteen 

. Actual Size. 
_ Note the Four Ribs made by three deep Finger Impressions, 

also the ornamentation on that portion which was a part of the 
Body. This was a common Type of Handle. 
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Handle of Large Vessel of Oneota Culture Pottery. 

mean: Body ee : r en . 
Ribs made by ae one-fourth inch — 

ia Handle eet wooéen or bone Paddle. 
Note three shallow indented lines on Body part.
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(Editor's note: The statement reproduced below was attached to page 8 

of the Orr report and refers to "Pot No. 4" reproduced on page 8. A 

note in pencil indicates that this véssel is 6.3 inches in diameter. } 
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Pot Ho. 4 

Mortuary Vessel of Bowl-shaped Type of rh he : 
Oneota Culture Pottery. . t 

Somewhat less than Two-thirds Actual Size. 
Note Holes for Thongs and Lack of Ornamentation. i 
Bowl-shaped pot - crude and unornamerted - with { 

holes on opposite sides for the insertion of thongs 
near the rim,with which to hang it up, 

Found partly inverted and over the skull of a 
burial on the top of the rocky spur of bluff to the 
north of the Dennis Malone residence on Bear Creek, 
end on the NE NE Sec. 4, T. 99, R. 6, in the summer 
of 1897 by W. W. Carpenter, and purchased from him. ' 

4 few graves north of this we found, two or three i 
years later, in a grave which we excavated, the badly f 
rusted blade of a steel table knife. | 
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Pot Hoo 7 . ” 
Mortuary Vessel of the ellipso¢daj Type of 

Onecta Culture Pottery. About five-sixths Actual Size. 
Hote Crude Ornamentation of Incised Lines. 
and Holes Through the Neck instead of Handles. 

Oval pot with holes for a instead of handles. 
4 form not common. Found with skeleton in grave 

on one terrace on Waterloo Creek, in Waterloo town- 
=: Allamakee we on SW NW Soo. 36, T. 100, R- 

. 6, by Orin Tartt about the year 1900.
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" Pot No. 15. * ° 
Large Vessel, (restored) of the e/lipsojdai Type 

of Oneota Culture Pottery. One-third Actual Size. (isin ) 
ee Crude Ornamentation of Incised Lines, Small 

Handles and Pinger Indentations on the Rim. 
4 large pot found in July, 1907 in side of ditch in 

the ORegan Terrace, near the center of Seo. 6, T. 99, 
R- 5, on the Oneota River, by Harry Orr. i; 

4 cow had broken off the side of the ditch by stepping i 
on it and exposed one side of the pot, which was buried i 
up-side-down so that the bottom was about one foot be- q 
low the surface, thus escaping the plow, 

It was very much broken up, a about three-fourths being 
recoverable - was ceupletely filled with sand like that 
surrounding . 

Diameters of the orifice, ten and three-fourths by eight 
_ nd three-fourths inches. 

ar. diameter at the swell of the bowl, fourteen and 
onewhalf inches. 

Shortest diameter at the swell of the bowl, eleven and 
one-half inches. 

Depth, nine inches. 

=
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4 I6 inch Oneota Culture Storage Fot. Washed out of 

ditch made by storm water in side of 70 ft. Sta ton 

remnant - near top - the north side of the er Lowa 

: river, an@ on the ME t/4 of Sec. 6, T. 99, R. 5 West of 

5th vane’ by north-east of the ORegan Terrace. 
Found po ba Orr a ueees Jun dy —'s . 

Lying on s - perhaps over creep 0° 

: the loess of the terrace - Sr scene solidly full of 

clay, but much broken up. in it was a hand sized 

— of another vessel. : 
stored by the Milwaukee Museum, 1956. 

Photographed by Jayne, Mt. Vernon, Ia. 

This (s Hho Fame Verse! at the ome 
Shown —r 2
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Fouret besicte the right Side of she skull a Skeleton Number in Treneh A 
in Woolstrom Burias Place. See Page 787, vol. 4 of Orr's Peports. 
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From Tremek i in Lane Farm Terrace Exclosed Area. Ve Qctua/ Size. i 
See Page (34, Vol. 3” of Orr's Reports, Note “Turkey Trask” on Harmedie. |
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BODIES AND UECKS WITH ATTACHED HAMDLES . 
ONZOTA CULTURE POTTERY. 

' Field Finds from bear Creek Valley and the ORegan Terrace 
of the Upper Iowa. 

; | ios SA and IO are of large veevels having neck diameters of | sround I6 inches. 
fio. SB is of & mortuary vessel with around 4 and 1/2 in. j diameter of Neck. 

j These vessels do not have the usual ribbed, or plain, handles i but Instead have pricked-in marks nade with a blunt awl or point- ; ea stick. 
: All are of a light brick color on the surface. i The material of No. I0, in fresh fractures is a chocolate col- or with a few grains of what appears to be a red paint included. The material of Nos SA and 2B is of the usual light ash color i but kas the fow grains of red material scattered through it. i the above cross sections of sart of the body and necks are i actual sise. 
j study of Jan. Sth, I932. 
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CUROTA CULTURE POTTERY. 
Pragments of Bodies and Necks with Handles attached. All are of the large types of vessels having a body dianm- eter of I2 to 20 inches. 
4ll Handles ornamented or strengthened with four ribs. No. 41 was dug from a roadside bank along the north side of the ORegan terrace. os S0 and 46Awere field finds from the Upper Iowa River. All actual size; 

what ERR ESE te2 was a light ash: ith the surface burning some- 
Study of Jan. Gth, 1932.
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ONRCTA CULTURE. PorTERy - 
: Pragnents of Bodies and liecks with Handles Attached. 

4ll are of the large type of vessels having a body diam- eter of from If to 20 inches. 
All handles strengthened with four ribs. 

: 0+ 20 is from a Fire Pit on tie ORegan terrace and Nos 46C and 72 are Upper Iowa River-field finds. 
2ieces a light ash color, the outside burning to a light- * er color. ' 
Actual size. 
Study of Jan. Sth, I962.
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Grouse Jcotions of Picees of Hecke of sarge Types 
of Veunels eitl wart of the Bodies attached. 

The Shicimese, Height of Uecks, und Augles which 
same make with Bodies are accurately shown. 

: fhe angles formed by Necks with the vertical are ft a 
. approximately shown. 

the top.of each Crous Section is the Neck Rin of thet Picee. 
Mostly washed out of the Ditches in the Terraces of the Upper 

: ' Towa River. : 
411 actual size. study of Jan. lith, 1952. 
dumbers are Catalogue Numbers of Grr Collection.
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: . CHECTA CULTURE POTTERY. 
Cross Sections of fieccs of Heo. of Lerce res of Vessels 

ua cto of 3e8 9: f cmrge Tyves of Vessels 
With sart of the Bodies attached. 
o : loknevs, Height of HOCKG, Gnd: Angles whick same make vith Bodies are accurately slow. | . es . — ~ ae ane angies formed ty Necka with the vertical € avproximately 
ae 3 ab UES v aC&. z BUPTOX AME VE Ly 

| enol. 

| #ne Cop Of Ouch Crouse Seetion io tie eck Rin of that Piece. 
Mostly washei out of the ditches in the terraces of the Upper 

Towa River.  Actusnl Jise. be
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Oneote culture burial pot, S/4 uctusl cise. Jove es, umetry of vessel and j 
Sparse, plain decoration. This pot was found in 1696 by Mr. Ww. MB Dresser } 
in a grave in a sandy epot, at level of Jordan Sancutone, avout hal? way f 
up the sloping eastern extremity of the “hog back” or divide between Bhe : Oneota river and Sear Sreex on seo. 2, 2. 99, Re 6 #, Hanover Township. It lay on the chest just in front of tie skull. Seuides tie skeleton and pot, @ clam sheli spoon lay on the Left eide of the peivis. 
several other burial pluces, a.l of wiick had beeu opened previcusiy, were scattered adout on this svot where é1; ging Wee easy, all contained skeletoni and relics.
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tio. G ; 
This is a four-hendled unsymmetrical, sub-spherical, 

Fe age ge Qnéote vessel. The —_— dianeter, about 
12.5 height, 5 to 7.5 om. neck, sloping very 
slightly inward, at a height of 2.5 om terminates in a sharp 

‘Photograph is about 3/4 actual size. 
Between each pair of strap handles are three Vertical in- 

cised lines, 2 to 5 an it and 4 mm apart, forming a ring en- tirely sround the neck at I om below the lip. A very unusual 
ir of Oneota pottery of the Orr foous in the Upper Iowa 
va . 

- ‘Belen each three incisions of this two other ver- 
tical incised lines, 5 mm apart but only half as long as those 
of the three above. . 

Between each gpd of strap tandles, adjacent to each other, 
beginning a little to one side of each, are three perallel 
curvilinear incised lines, the = one beginning at the point 
of attachment of the handles. se lines, 3 mm apart, curve, 
Gecidedly towards the base, the lowest one at its lowest point. 
is 8 gg I om above the widest point in the diameter of the 
vessel, : 
a the lowest of these curved lines, 4 om epart, 

deepest at: top, are incised Lines extending downward ap- 
proximately I5 mm to a fade-out. 

. The slightly oval strap handles, approximately I om wide, 
are attached to the rim 4 mm below the lip and to the shoulder 
at the bottom of the rim. Each alternate one is ornamented 
with 7 horizontal lines of very small, - pin prick - punctures 
about mm apart. Prom the bottom attachment 4 horizontel 
core of 2mm long vertigal incisions, fanning out towards the 

o . 

The other pair of opposite handles are ornamenteé for their length with four vertical incised lines about 2 mm apart. Be- low these on the shoulder are horizontal lines of vertical in- '. @isiors ene 2 - mm long, like the other pair of handles, lengthening and fanning out downwards, 
: The color is a yellowish erey The hardness, according 

to griffinzis 2 to 2.5. Smoothed but not polished.
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OQueota culture burial pots ios. & aad 9. + i HO. 6 is a rether unsymmetrical MIR wicomnon Lour-handled pot. 2 about $/4 actual size. Hather profusely decorated for Oneota E Cultures 
* Found with skeleton in grave on Sloping elide of sandy terrace o On EB. side of waterloo 4£0CK, “Weill. Seo. S6, T. OC, R. 6 w, {@verloo woe 

HO»s 9 Ohida's pot, Oneota culture from rock covered grave con- + =. @.410"5 skeleton in ciay benk along Waterloo Greek. By Hxect locality act kuown. 
Fs these two véssels purchased of lis. Oria Zertt, who fonad them, Fs 1906. 
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E HOs $8 Oneota quiture pot having upward srolon &% lon of bowl to E neck. About 2/3 actual size. Hote indented rim and body decore- S vions extencing well down towards bottom of bowl. 9 Poupe by Wayne saddler in éi, ging out @ woodchuek on south slope Ee of O "Regan terrace, tn iil. Sec. 6, 2. 99, RH. S WH, 1916. b Uncertain if there wag a b rial wits this pot. 
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lite 16. . : 4 5 f Yarge Oneota ouiture storage vessel. owl about 16 in. in élemeter. | Sete finger indentations on rin with eporse body cecoration. sleo " i Pronounced seg in rin. 5 : . Found by Harry Orr, dune 1é, i906, on elie of ditch in us udy (locea; “4 Olay at top of terrace remnant cilia te elie wit On i. wide of Untota river, on uh. Jeo. ©, Se 99, Re & Hi, Yreack Creek two. 3 aging on side aiout 1 £6. below «6 ixtace, such brokea ut etiii bi retaining ite shape. 
Hs PLLC solidly with clay. ib 
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Gneote oulture pot found with intrusive extended & & W burial 4 : in Mound ¢2 of the Lane Yarn droup of Mounds built by a peovle of g —- Culture. This mound was excavated by party ander Dr. Key es, i under Project 1047 of Iowa Planning Board, 1924. Upper parts of skeleton missing. Pot lying on side with top against Fs the right imee, 19 in. below Natural surface. : Hote characterixtio decorations. About 2/5 natural size. by This group of mounds, originaliy built and ased Zor burials by people 4 of an Algonkan culture, were much used for Sepulture by the Siouan | (Oneota) people who came later. On Lane Parm terrace on sec.c6,7.10¢ Ls ~—* § We 
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Oneota culture pot found with extended burial at sta. 4-16 in 
ivrench 4 of excavations in O'Regan beuch under Lroject 1647 of Iowa 
Zisnning Soard 1924. Lay upright above right shoulder at a depth of 
SO in. below surface. Only parts of gkelcton remaining were large 
piceoe of skull, fragment of right humerus, fragments of pelvis, both 
femora, both tibiae aud 1 fibula, all in place. An unusual shaped 

: vessel. Timmerman of liew Albin,has one ver; much like it.
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Oneota culture pet, found witi an intrusive exten: ed burial in Mound 
fe--- of the group of Algonkan burial mounds on the 76 ft. nigh terre 
ace on the south side and in an ox-bow of tne Oneota river, on the 
Reinbdold farm i/z mise SW. of tie bridge across that stream on Séc. £Z, 
T. 99, Re. 6 W, Hanover Townsiip. 
The part of this vessel not show: in the shotograph wav broken into 
SO may mali pieces aad vas so thin that it could act be restored. 
About 7 in. in diameter dnd Without ornamentation. 
Picture taken looking E. Two humerti in place im left foregrouad sear 
fragment of skull, cot show. Beside the Left shin bone, ot yet 
uncovered when picture was taken, were 14 unusually fine chert, tri- 
eugular, unnotohed arrow heads, - a characteristic Oneota type. 
4ll that remained of skeleton wus 2 femora, 2 shin bones and a frage- 
ment of skull. 
Excavation of mound by Dr. Keyes party 1934.
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Larce Gaeota culture storace Yearel in co,lecticu of Mr. Timernan, 

New aibin, Iovme 
#Tox% TO fade bask o4 FW wise road € {46 roce HWo G eomer 
to Seon. Myaug s/s, 2-100 1. i, wad 2Zaic QR v- (00, + Ye, and 
sboat £06 rode § o: + Senutiun of tHe reud- Coun tae Cuesta river with 
State Bighway Gg, - a sete eiope, act terrace, at Toor of bialz. 
Dug out of Uatik ty stean ciovel i9c.. bo 4S ON 8 oPOxinate dianeter | 
of li ime Rectored. Ho decoration exsopt fiucer tiucentations on rin. | 
Photo by Hayes. | 
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Haucdle oF meGias sliced Gueote culture vessel - sect iy 2 
.OF Gtoregese Actimi sise. 
iote @ix sordizoatel rowe of indentations seroce handle made wi ti 
& Square pointed tactrument aud exten¢ ing irreralaris downwards 
Ou the body with two iadenteé straigit lines Mm either efde. Sieid 
pane fron 2 aEULOF farm, seted, Teli kb W Ynion sity Fe :@hip. 

, ‘ , Note - Goovarent., tre vesse of Whick the a&cve was a 
; Skerd hao the same pattern of decoration as the 

Four-hand/leck one of which see (Pletograbse ch bace j , ; 
26 of this tol. 
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ficos of medium sized Gueota culture storase vessel With nue 
ornamented Landle autriacheé, BiOwW Wich, acc algo two ftaches 

| to right, on uper part of bowl are two triangular ercvas of 
punetures meade with a emali sharp Jointed instrument pe ched 
horizontally tuto the sloping side of the bowl. You. by 3é Wild 
aa refuse on slope of terruce E. of Lane Fegsmdmolosed area, LCG. 
$6, 20100 eS G@, Union Sit, Owe. Hote: noward rojection of neck to 
whieh the u per en: of tne handle ie attached- a very uniijne feature. 
actuai sige.
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Zregmeut of neck, rim aa Ortica Qyper part of bowl 
| of a large Cueota oulture storage veusel, excavated by 

& Wild from what was Likely accumulated refuse thrown 
over the edge of the terrace along the E. side of the Lane \ 

t Farm Baciosed Area, Jee. S6,7- 10C,R.e 5, W, Union City two. 
Note unormmamented square edge of rin, sharply recurved towards 
body; almost complete absence of neck; horizontal row of wide 
oval indentations above a reversed V shaped sattern made with 
some instrament, in making wiich the material was bulged ont 
ou the inside. Actual sise. Neck opening had a probable diane- 
ter of 12 ine and the body 18 in.
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Handle of Large Vessel of Onecta Culture Pottery. 
Actual Size. 

Note the unusual Ornamentation made y thrusting a Blunt 
Pointed Instrument into the Clay before Firing. 

” ‘ ’ ' i 
G i 

Oneota. Culture mortuary Pottery from graves th 
Yeeer jowa (Onecta) Pirer valley,’ In Témmerman 
Collection , Mew Albin, lowa. "VS Qetsral Sire
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INDIAN CAVE 

* auD 

SUGAR BUSH 

AT SIXTEEN j 

PETROCLYPHS AT PAINTED AND HAUGIUG ROCK OLIFPS.
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Linton Township, Allanmakee County, Ia. 

c "Indian Cave." 

W = House vith well dzrow Point was Found ins geieeites 
ata Grave ; Seale 5 chains to Surfasee’” °F 18 - 20 feet below the 

Sept. 1, 1933 x 
' F Where Arrow Heads were Found : 

s Indian "s 1 ugar Bush", 5) 
i Area. (See dace ¥s") yg 10 Acres in ' 
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| FLOOR PLAN OF “INDIAN CAVE” AT "SIXTEEN" 
56 X 25 X 14 feet. 

, 4 - Camp Fire. 

: B - Excavated Pit - Two Feet in Diameter, Two 
| ' Feet Deep. . i 

| © - Excavation in Terrace Front. 

D - french, Excavated - Fifteen feet long. 

EB - “Knob of Rock". 

Seale, 8 ft. to Inch. ~ Aug. 27th, 1933. 
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Es. PROFILE OF FRONT OF “INDIAN CAVE" AT "“LXTEEN". 

56 Ft. Wide, 14 Ft. High. 
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Looking north-west into Cave. Jones standing with hand on 
"Enob of Rock". Fallen Rock at Left lower Corner - Roof at 
Left Upper Corner. 
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Looking north-west into Cave. "Knob of Rock” at Right. 
; Large Fallen Rook at Left. Trench was dug from "Knob of 
i Heck" past Rock on which Jones is sitting, to Dark Spot 
E (A shallow hole in the floor) in Pront Center.
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Looking into Cave from South-west. ote large fallen 
Rook at Left Front. red Orr and Lewis Jones —— i 
scene Slope of Terrace at Right Front. Cave fronts 
South. 
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Looking into Cave fron directly in Pront. Note the large Pallen Rook - 13 X 11 X 6 ft. at Left.
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THE INDIAN CAVE AT "SIXTEEN." 
: 

; On the MW SW Sec. 15, 7. 96, R- 4, at about two hundred feet 
north of Yellow River, and four hundred feet east and a little 
south of the quarter section corner between sections 15 and 16, 
at the base of a fine cliff of massive Oneota limestone,is the 
“Indian Cave" at "Sixteen". 

Prom the north bank of the river, which here rums east, a 
quite steep talus slopes up to this, the best “rock shelter” in 
Allamakee county. 

The opening or front extends east and west for fifty-six 
feet along the face and at the base of the cliff. It is four- 
teen feet high and extends back into the rock for twenty-three 
feet, the beck wall being eleven feet high, and almost vertical. 

The floor is of black soil mixed with emall rock fragments 
and has a downward slope from back to front of three feet. 
Imbedded in the west half are five rocks that in times 

- Long past have fallen from the roof, the t being 11 xX 13 {t- end 6 ft. thick, So long ago have these fallen that there 8 noW no area on the roof which they hss Bret fallen, that appears any less weathered than the rema: Te 
Some years ago I was one of a party that visited this shel- 

ter. Pionic parties had left the remains of a camp fire - 
the same spot evidently having been used many times. But 
otherwise there were no signs - no initials or marks on the 
walls - to show that white men had ever before been there. 

We built up the fire, made coffee and ate our lunch, after 
which we took some pictures and did some desultory ae: 

There was an abundance of limestone chips scattered over 
1 the earth floor, Se ee eee boys of the party 
| found, as I now remember it, two small triangular arrow points. 
4 In the square yard of earth that I worked over I found one 
| triangular arrow point and three small pieces of thin, sand- ; tempered black pottery, No. 97, about the size of ny thumb 

nail. 
One side of two of these pieces was entirely covered with 

worn “string impressions", on the third one they were more 
distinct. 

- 18 19th of this (1933) year I had an opportu- nity $56,,36F° with two helpers, four hours taking photes, asieg the plan of the shelter,and excavating. — : Altogether we worked over very thoroughly a trench fifteen feet long, one foot wide and from one to tw feet deep, from the "knob of Rock"at the back, towards the front, and sunk a 4 @ hole two feet in diameter to a depth of two feet just m- A der the vertical front of the cliff, while the boys worked another while on the Sleping face of the 8 fti wide terrace 

"2 os : ack we found ten inches of black soil with nume aie eee ~ a. below which was a foot or more v : era Sandy appear ellow 1 down | the solid rock. ro ae -



: Ws | 

‘The farther from the back we dug towards the front the 
deeper tho black soil got, till in the two foot hole at the 
very front we found no other. 

ig gers of the leg bones of the deer that had been split : 
for marrow were fairly common but nowhere abundant. j 

In addition to the bone fragments we found in the two 
< are pieces of pottery, No. oo — small clan 

i a triangular arrow head, 1.2 X .5, No.4¥475; 

wetka, he, fropon.T found ts 4 - | vesiite heat ones, sey pieces of pottery, No. s/ss", 

On the terrace slope bone fragments and the small a shells ! 
were more abundant and two pieces of Pint were fvund. 

4 few small bird bones and a bit of turtle shell were pick- 
ed up at this latter place. 

Hone of the pottery ~ Was over an inch in diameter, 
ee » and from .1 to .2 inch in i 

ckness. ? : 
One side of all of them was covered with "string" impress- 

se patterns and no two pieces appeared to be from the sane 
po * 

No pottery was found below. ten inches below the surface, 
at which depth the arrow head was found. 

Just why very small bite of many broken vessels was scat- 
tered so sparingly over apparently the entire the cave floor 
for the — of time that must have been required to 
add ten to the thickness of the earth £558B deposit, 
in all likelihood brought in mainly by the winds, is something 
yet to be determined. 
ass — a re pater uniformly through 

a e as de we ° ed 
To us this seems to have Soon on faecal shelter for a 

& people that traveled much with canoes. It was only a few | steps from a navigable stream: it was in a heavily wooded | country, affording concealment and shelter; faced the south, ; and was roomy and dry. 

Note -— Mn Staffer tells us thar tie cla settlers 
Salk trat Jn plases the frees of the (St ear 

Busa” Sfooe SC threk that cue SOel(«a SPIAMCL 
Setween them arc tomes. a ov Fervent tree 
With Gack Awa, 

eed
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Across the river from the"Indian Gave", where the slope fron 
the tluffe on the south and the bottom land joins, eens * 
well some thirty years ago near the house that is still s ing 
there, an arrow-head was found in a deposit of river gravels at 
the bottom some eighteenor twenty feet below the surfave. 

It was considerably patinated and was worn smooth and shiney 
by — rolled along by the current. This flint was given me 
by Mr. B.L.Cahoon whose son found it. ‘ 

Mr. Cahoon was very certain that it was found as I have told, 
and as he was s"gentleman of good repute”, I have no reason to 
doubt his statement. 

This arrow-head is now in the collections of the State Hist- 
orical Society. 

Still farther to the south-west and on the same side of the 
river as the cave, eee lying in an ox-bow of 
the Yellow River, was the gd Bush". 

On this terrace oe 27th, 1955, in an hours search, Pred 
Orr picked > perfect and three broken =. flints, numbers 
4457, 4459, 4460 and 4468, and many flakes, the same day 
ure Leura Stafford who lives on the terrace, gave us eight more, 
numbers 4458, 4462, 4463, 4466, 4465, 4466, 4467 and 4469, all 
of which she had found in different places on it. 

These twelve were of at least eight different types, and eight 
aifferent kinds of material were represented. 

No more than two were of the same type, nor more than three 
of the same material, none of which was local. 

And we find ourseif asking the question, why so many types 
and kinds of materiel on this ten acre lot? 

Does each type indicate a different culture and a long con- 
tinued use by es many tribes? Or did one tribe make many kinds, 
ee ee Gee es tae has 

And how 41d they come tv be ? Were they lost, thrown 
away or left for some particular reason? 
‘We have read that when an Indian missed his shot at geme he 

threw away an arrow to propitiate the the spirit that maliciousiv 
caused him to fail. 

Were perhaps some of these thrown away because the boiling 
maple sap did not “sugar off"right?
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The “Indian Cave” at "Sixteen" from the cast front. Note 
"Knob of Rock” at right and great fallen rock near center. 

| < . 

Around the ashes of the dead camp fire in the "Indian Cave" 
at "Sixteen."
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0 Sopies of Petrogizpha 

0) 0 at Painted Rock, three- 
: Zourthe mile above 

t dankon Junction. 
Taken Cot. 19th, 1958. 

: . secalie, 1/4 in. = 1 in. 
ete Joneral Nesemblance 

FSA TLIC -of Figures 4,3. ané ¢c. 
Zigure D at top of Jor- 

‘ tan sendstone,*1ls ft. 
5 acove top of Talus.
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yetrogiyphs on souti face of Jordan Santistone wider 
Hanging Rock, neay center of Sec. £2, Es SEY Re Se 

About ten fe t from. BsRs Siack. *
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3 GENERAL MaP 

of 

«INDIAN CAVE, 
and KELLAHER MOUND GROUPS, ALLAMAKEE COUNTY, IOWA. 

3 2 and 3, T. 98, R. 3 and Sec. 34, T. 99, R. 5. 

Sept. 14th, 1935. - Seale, 20 oH. to Inch.
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1 FLOOR PLB 
DM INDIAN (PISSURE) CAVE 

% JORDAN SANISTONE CLIFF 
. 160 ft. oi: the ste River 

: and 3 and 1/2 miles South {dow riv- 
“Dy er) from Lansing, Iowa. 

OM “ mW BE Seo. 3, T- 98, R. 3. 
a] Letters indicate the location of 

x » Besreglyphe on the side walls of the 
: v ures. Ce 4 For explanations see following 

oD sheat. 

os ; Scnle, 10 ft. to 
» Inca. 

: | Sept. 14th, 1933. 
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PETROGLYPH "B" . 
On North Wall of Lower (Dow Stream) Fissure, at 2 ft. 

above ie Ploor and 6 ft. from entrance of “Indian Cave", 
3 and 1/2 miles south of — Iowa. — 

Seale 4 in. to Inch. 

\") 

<) | 
PRETROGLYPH "Cc" 

On the North Wall of Lower (Down Stream) Piesure at 5 ft. 
above the floor and 5 ft. from entrance of the "Indian Cave” 
3 and 1/2 miles south of Lansing, Iowe. 

Seaje, 4 in. to Inch.
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PETROGLYZE. *ge : | 
Grooves forming conventional Shee on Face of 

: Cliff of Jordan Sandstone, facing the issippi River 
towards the top of Bluff, and twelve fect ner of of 
the"Upper” (north) fissure cave. Turee and one-half 

j miles scuth of Lansing, Iowa. 
Seale, 6 in. to Inch.
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PETROGLYPH. “B" 
| 

Grooves forming conventional figs of Flying Bird, } 

(Thunder Bird ?) on the north side of the Upper (orth) cave, 
(an enlarged fiesure) in the Jordan Sandstone towards the top 
of the bluff “— the Mississippi River. Three and one- j 
half miles south Lansing, Iowa. 

Scale, re and One-half inches equal one foot. ; 
4 inohes to Inch ) 
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PETROGLYPH. _ 
Grooves forming the outline of ¥enele iuman Figure 

- = @ne of three - on walls of "Upper" (North) cave (an enlarged 
fissure) in the Jordan Sandstcne towards the top of the bluff 

facing the lississippi River. Three and one-half niles ; 
South of ansing, Love. senle 41M. tc inch.
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THE “INDIAN CAVE” SOUTH OF LANSING, IOWA. 

Three and one-half miles reg or down the river from Len- 
ee 5 ee es oe » one hundred and six- 
ty above the Mississippi River, and on the ¥W NE Seo. 3, 

. @. 98, R. 5, is the “Indian Cave", or rather caves, for there 
are two of them. : . ai by i 

These two caves are crevices or fissures enlarged wea 
Tiss: running directly back into the vertical face of the 

cs * 

T.H.Lewis, who made a survey of them in 1689, of 
them as the *upper Pissure" (gerthest wp the rivest and the 
"Lower Fissure” (farthest down the river). We will contin- 
ue so to designate them. 

ae oe eueeiate ts be Stee 
that oF te eae een enlarged by the weathering or crumbling 

“he are both highest and widest at their entrance or open- 
ing inte the ont a of loose sand of bg ee 
steep _— e roofs drop, as they recede from 
face of the cliff. The floors of both at the entrance are 

ig lr lb gn cage: talus of soil and 
loese rock that —— from the obscure terrace about 

| 30 = 60 feet above water in the Mississippi - 
—The_"Upper Fissure” is approximately six t wide and 

eighteen feet 7 at its somewhat ~t. entrance. 
Just within entrance, overhead, quite — pieces 

of fallen rock are wedged between the converging walls, look- ; 
pe Dae Bie: BE onl tga At ghia while at 
eight feet in a s sandstone pillar approximately two 
wer os feet in its oval diameter and about twelve feet 

we. in the center of the fissure, fails to 
reach the roo a) eS 

| . It looks as if a vigorous push would topple it over. aa ; 
On my first visit to this cave Dr. » Who was with me, 

was able with little effort to make the sway . 
In it by it into the back of cave re the 

petrog are we were particularly careful not to touch it. 
ona Slight projection at ite top was a well built peewee's 

n this year. * 
The walls now are for the most part hardened and blackened by 

stasiaerable fetaton QP Iv hanl vaomoviy elocoiod Sfe'ampeeiee” pa ° e recen 8 ° 
the crumbly white sand. eee _ 

On the south wall of the "Upper Fissure", at four feet back 
of the sandstone pillar and 12 - 18 inches above the floor of 
loose sand, ie Petroglyph "D", the "King of the Thunder-birds", 
@ convetionalized outline figure of a flying bird without fect 
or a recognizable head.
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This figure. as well as all others in both fissures, was 
nede = ou’ half-round ee from one-fourth to one 
ieee aeke ak Teen cae-oe to one-half inch deep - the 
width and depth ee te the different ag, te bon being 
eS oe tee vidual one, - the ions above 

being the extremes, greater number averaging one-half 
inch wide and ne tase a 

Above and to the of Petroglyph “D" are two sets of 
parallel grooves, one horizontal the other slanting, with 
a — line a = To ones. 

eotly actecs the ssure and at the same height from 
the floor as "D", on the north wall. is another smaller and 
lens elaborate "thunder bird", Petroglyph "E", with a head 

= ae ant dove aoe taeeeunae i on are some ; ° 
stall tacts to the right and above are akses “seahay tracks." 

tye yd "EK" is a still less complex “thunder bird" above 
and to right.of Petroglyph "E". This a is umigque 
in eieue its longest dimension at an pg of 45 from the 
vertical. It also has nothing that 1 like a head and 
the wings are rudimentary - may be intended for arms. 

4 “turkey track" is connected with the end of the right 
Ones . t 

Within eight feet of the small hour-glass a pillar 
that ene the Upper Pissure, on the north wall, Petro- 
elyph , ning & house with legs. 

ust back of the Pillar on the north wall of 
the Pissure, at a height of two feet from the floor, 
is Pe "G", a small a Similar to those in the 
Fish Farn below the rail-roea half way between Lansing 
and New Albin, which we have fully described in another 

One foot above Petr ih "G" is Petro, igph "F" of straight 
lines forming an amare lozonge-shaped 1, ° ” ah a aoe co s* in the Fish Farm Cave, 

we QP and vy the. work of wait a a t be inolined to believe 

ss -face o; Sandstone Pillar and on each side the entrance, within the cave, are three fairly ae Mag nd figures cut in demi-relief, Petroglyphs "I". | The smallness of the arms and the width across hips indicating the sex. White men's visits are also evidenced by a few names and 
initials and conventional figures of the vulva. 

4 few isolated "turkey tracke" and Straight and irregular 
grooves, which form no part of a figure, also occur.
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Thirty “eet south of the Upper Fissure is the Lower Fis- 
sure. The entrance to this cave is less than four feet 

wide and twelve feet high. ones Soaeee we the roof 
down and the side walls approach each other tili at eight- 
gen Zoot back the opening, which there turns sonth, is about 
two feet wide and same high. 

Besides five “turkey oe ete eee of two parallel 
ee each, and scattering Grooves, there are 

Petrogizeh tA" ap tly represen came Gee eointt cite Ne some w some 
of the a bates Of'8 man, as 2100/40 "Br and sor. 

eae forming "A" are the deepest 2 in.) and 
widest (1 in.) of any figure = a fissure. 

It also is the best eee and er 
The oe forming are ran shallow. 
All e, from five to seven t in, can(be/ seen from 

the entrance. 
‘Survey made with help of Frea Orr, Sept. 15th, 1933. 

The Alexander Mound located on the highest point of the blurt northwest of the Pindien Gavet Tezest point o —_— the eo: 34, - = 3, — 
bear seven feet a mo’ one hundred and fifty feet is Ws Gee dlases ok lit- 

About eighty rods north-west of these, on another high point, Pred Orr picked & fragment of sand-tempe ornamented porter. one ingh square. — 
oe Sept. 15th, 1933. 

scenic 

The Keller Mound Gr shown gene fully described in encther paper. ™ oe
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Entrance to Upper Fissure - narrowing farther in. Mote 
sandstone pillar at center, with one petroglyph, "I", one foot 
above floor. Also a second "I" on the south wall, the head 

- just above the point of the fallen rock. ; ;
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4 "close-up" of the entrance to the Upper Fissure, look- 
ing diagonally towards the north wall. Sandstone pillar not 
in picture. White spots behind writer are Places where hardé- ened dark old face of wall has SBloughed off. 

Note oe. track” on wall where indicated and anot.uer one 
foot above. directly. beneath these, at one foot above the floor, is a third Petroglyph "I".
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PETROGLYPH "D" 
The = he the Thunder Birds and Pattern of Parallel 

Lines with Zig-Zag Border a little above and to the Left, 
on South Wall of Upper Fissure, four feet back of sand- 
stone pillar and tely cone foot above floor of 
“Indian Gave", 3 and We miles south - dow the river - 
from Lansing, Iowa. 

Scale 4 in. to Inch.
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PETROGLYPH "K" 
Above and between Petroglyph — m7 "F" on the North Wall of 

Upper Fissure. “Indian Cave" 3 and 1/2 miles south of Lansing, 
Towa. Scale, 4 in. to Inch.
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PETROGLYPH "F" : 
On the North Wall of the ic ge tty was just back of the 

Sandstone Pillar and one fe above ae 
Indian Cave", 3 and 1/2 miles south ing, Iowa. 

. cale, 4 in. to Inch. 

a 

PETROGLYPH "G" 
- “Gria@" on the North Wall of Upper Fissure, 2 ft. above 
floor and just back of 7 Sandstone Pillar. 

"Indien Cave", 3 and 1/2 miles south of Lansing, Iowa. 
3 Scale, 4 in. to Inch.
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PETROGLYPH "4" : 
On the North Wall of the Lower Pissure at Two Feet above the 

Ploor and Seven Feet the Entrance. 
indian Gave" Sand i/e afles south atta tte 

grooves are exc ona w 

CSUs e aries 6 a a e e ir sgure. 

Scale, su. to Inch. 
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PETROGLYPH "H" 
On North Wall of Upper Fissure, 2 ft. above floor and 

20 2t. back from entrance. Indian Cave, 3 mi. south of Lan- 
sing, Iowa. Seale, 4 in. to Inch.
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Dr Hayes at entrance to Lower Fissure. Hote tendency for 
this (Jordan Sandstone) formation to weather into pillars, of- 
ten shaped like an hour-glass. ;
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2hotograph of Petroglyphs "A" and 7B" gn the north wall 
of the Lower Fissure near entrance, ecross from the point of 

bi soutn wall at the entrance, which shows white in the 
picture.
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DIGGING A HOLE IN MOUND NUMBER 3 of the 
PAINT ROCK MOUND GROUP. 

In the summer of 1932 two school boys from Waukon, 
seeking adventure, climbed sae feo ft. high bluff back of the 
"Painted Rook", three-fourths mile north of Waukon Junction, 

pce por gg A pit in the ee age most south-easterly 
Sroup = Oe O.. “wig 

They must have the ir ardor somewhat coolea . hard 
climb and by the harder digging for they succe a@ only in 
peg ge Aisa south end of their excavation down to the “floor” 
° . 

But they were in luck, for at the bottom they uncovered the 
upper part of a large skeleton and with it a quantity of badly 
broken up pottery. 

While we were spending a week on the river this (1933) . 
summer, the man who lives on the small terrace at the foot of 
the Paint Rock precipice; complainingly told of the work done by the boys. He said that they had thrown out human 
bones and scattered them about - leaving them there exposed - 
and that they did not fi11 the hole egain. He thought that it wasn't right. 

Up to that time the four round mounds and the one unusually long one of this fo? had never been disturbed and we had come to believe t, because of their inaccessibility, they night ah the fate that has befallen so many others and be — or posterity in connection with the historic rock 
e ° 

; 
Se of a fine October afternoon we made the hard climb to see what damage had been done. 
On the edge of the pit lay three qnite ler, pieces of the neck of a finely ornamented grit-tempered, Diack pot and sev- eral pieces of a skull, while & number of other bones were scattered over the earth thrown out. 
Here was real mound-builder's pottery and we immediately : 

wanted the rest of that vessel very daddy. : 
Getting down into the hole we worked over and threw out with 

Tones Aiet Walenta ee ee ning with which to éig = s1l the loose dirt which the boys had le in the bottom, and in it we found fifty-four small pieces, that, with one exception, appear- 

- a aalenone "o “gh an: thered finds an& : Was co on_as we ga up our 
hurried down the hill. 

Mound No..f is saddled across the narrow crest of the di- vits between the Mississippi river and a deep ravine parallel to it on the west, and near its southern end. 

Net The mos: Seuth-eaateriy mound of this group. ..
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._ It ie 44 ft. in diameter north and south and 47 ft. east and 
inches above the natural surface 

Sh Te sachin Seas ac te want cide and 42%. conth of tas 
north end of the pit, and is oe gon la ink 

diagram of the excavation ° 
= ST s.s. of the natural surface soil appears to have been 
removed down to the red ee rock subsoil and on the 
"floor" thus made were placed remains. 
. Skeleton # 1, the one partly uncovered by the ast egies, 

and farthest.to the south, was that of a large man. The 
of tho upper part: of. the: body: were bediy devayed - nome were 
whole, and the smaller ones entirely gone. 5 

Prom what we can learn from the boys as to their positions 
we are unable to say whether this was a burial in the flesh 
or the re-interment of a disarticulated skeleton - what is usu- 
ally called a “bundle burial.” Certain it is that the lumbar 
pt ay the pelvis and the bones of the lower extremities 
were all in their proper positions. . ‘ 

On the following day we went up and completed the uncovering 
of these bones by undercutting the side of the pit. Wo relicu ° 
of any kind were found with then. i 

We then finished excavating the pit by digging out tne north 
en4 down to the “floor” where we found the upper part of skel- 
eton Wo. 2, the bones lying “every which way” in a heap. 

They were badly decayed -.most of them entirely gone. 
she ygs ne enough on top of this heap lay a quite well pre- 

served skull, No. 1051, entirely filled with earth. 
At the bottom of the pit on its north side was the pelvis ofa 

wonen with the femora lying in their proper reletion to it and 
extending farther under the earth on that side. 

This was propably the burial of a”"bundle" of which a part had been placed in their relative natural Positions. This, also, may have been the-case with ekeleton No. 1. 
Both skeletons lay extended, except for the bundling of | the upper parts, north-west and south-east, - the fect to g the north-west. Over them was a deposit of light gray, hard earth, 12 to 18 inches thick, and over that was yellow loess, “— Bgl a few celtanehe ges ye Rigen to the top. 

re no indications o re nor were othe found except the broken pottery. ee 
: pe agg to the lack of accurate observation b the boys as to the oe and _ but little is nen as Oe manner oceurrence o ttery found, e very hb “i pottery » Sxcept that it was 

together we were able to Salvage a total of -seven grit-tempered pieoss, running in diameter from cue to two _ one-half inches. And we believe that we found all of
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ogo gl me three pieces of the neck which they hed 
3 taken away wi sibs, saking sixty tn alt. or about two-thirds of 

the complete pot. 
Prom these we were able to restore two sections from which it 

poe gm as gy ltl ¢ Pare 4 ype 7a ou 
Jonge Part of which it was possible tp rebuild oat of pieces 

Ths lower half was ly, though not certainly, sub-spherical 
or shaped like the Ft ger @ pot. 

The greatest diameter of the body, at about 4.75 in. below the ; 
_ 786 in., from which with an S-ourve it contracted to 

5.8 + @t the middle of the neck, and from there curved outwards 
to the rim where it had a of 6.4 in. 

The height was propabd 7-6 in. if the bottom was pot- 
shaped or around 9 in. Shaped like the small end of an egg. 

On a following page is a correct outline, a Se ee. nat- 
ral sise, so far as we were able to restore it, and propable shapes of the remainder in dotted lines. 

horizontal cross section at any point would be a cirole. 
On the outside this pot is gray, somewhat blackened in places. 

The inside is more or less blackened, sometimes er a apparently, 
and in some cases, certainly, by the incrustation of t is prop- 
ably carbonized food. 

With the pieces which ety Sen to the’ one vessel 
there was inoluded a fragment of neck of another one, which 
resembles the first in material, color and shape, but differs 
in having no decoration on the thin lip. This is No. 5159 

The pattern of the ornamentation on the pieces which we were 
able to join, consiste of a continuous line of small punctures 
or indentations with a pointed instrument or with a >. 
ing four — at entirely around the neck at .8 inches be~ 
low the =. infentations being .1 inch apart. 

f inden i a i SeAMUEE ottasane line suunane tr ugh ° tat with an 8 running thro’ 
then dommarastthe left to within .1 to .2 inches of the contin- 
uous encircling line. 
as across the lip are indentations made with seegetiy 

a piece - not with a finger nail.~ These are .2 to.. 
inches apart ana «1 inch deep. . ; 

Below the encircling line ou the nevi are strips of horizontal 
indented lines - four indentations to the line - running diagonally 
to the right down the neck to the bowl. These decorated strips 
ere .5 inoh wide and and have a length of about two inches, and are 
about 1 inch apart. 

Still lower than the above is a belt of obscure vertical string : 
indentations. 

' The photographs, sketches and diagrans following will help 
materially, we believe, to understand what we are describing in 
this paper. 

The catelogue number of this pot and of the fragments that it- was impossible to fit together ig 515% - 4 and 6157 - B for the 
two restored sections and 5158 for the fragments.
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Photograph of Restored Part of Pot found with skeleton ; Ho. 1 in Mound No.j. . of the Paint Rook Mound Group. : Actual Sise. No. SIST“A }
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N R Sketch of Pit Excaveted in Center of Mound No. ! ..of the 
Paint Rock Mound Group, on Bluff Top over the PAINTED ROCK, 
on the SW NE Sec. 3, a 96, Re 6. Three- fourths mile north 

- of Waukon Junction, Iowa. ( Lot ) 
E and W dianéter of Mound 47 2t. 
Band S diameter of Mound 44 ft. 
Height sé inches 
————— Outline of Fit at Surface of Mound. —‘—s---—- Underoutting done at first excavating. --~-=--- Undercutting done at second excavating. 

:. 4: "" dven from whieh bones of skeleton to. 1 and pot- . ' "" tery fragments Yor 5157, 5158 and 5159 were re- 

B Suall, so. loss inice’ £ divartioula Oe . on top of disarticulated : disarrangea and inalig’ senenttaes bones of skel-" , eton No. 2 - propably that of a woman - uncovered Second excavating. 3 : Sel etl Sock fegttnta macce Sse See To . ou « be 

a "Seis iaaienens er skeletons was ea deposit of 1 t gray : Slay, 12 - 18 in. thick and very hard. - c Pemur in good condition. Preserved, No. 5152. 
: | Piret Excavation, 1932. second Excavation, - Oct. 21, 1935. 
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Photograph of Restored Part of Pot found with Skeleton ! ioe 1 in Mound No. J .of the saint Rook Mound Group. 
Actual Size. No. S5/57-B 

See Page 93, Vol, 1 
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, View of Mound No. J ., Looking South. 
Foot of Mound on the West at Edge of Picture. Foot 
of Mound to the East three-fourths inch from left. edge 
of Picture. 

View of Mound No. . Looking North. 

Oct. £lst, 1935.
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THE O'REGAN CLAM SHELL CACHE. 

Tarvel he Oneota River road not long since, from Mt. 
Hope to Highway j 23 at Herman Gang’s farmhouse, - ail thet now 
remains of old "New Galena", - we noted clam shells on the slope 
of the high roadside bank at the west end of the O'Regan Terrace. 

Driving &@gain that way on Sept. 234 with Dr. end Mrs Field of 
Wew Albin, we found at a depth of two feet, on digging away the 
bank, a compact horizontal layer of small river clam shells. 

: This was rectangular in outline with a length approximating 
thirty inches, a width of twenty and a thickness of three inches. 

By far the most abundant shell was an elongated thin shelled 
species. With these was an occasional “niggerhead" ané a few of 
& larger species, nearly round. 

A ve few specimens came cut .crfeot but for the most part 
they Pelt to pieces when hailed. 

"We. estimated thet there “¢ well over a thousand shells in 
tae @ache. 

"Ail eroumd ent above them wee the apparently wifisturbed yellow 
loess of the river terraces. Thet is,there wae no intermingling 
with if of the black surface soil, ashes or other foreign sub- 
stence. 

. After the sell was all shoveled out we went down three feet 
ott but found only the same undisturbed loess. On the top . 

- Of the deposit,near its center, were some helf dozen burned (7) 
limestone rocks, and to one side but still in the shell layer, 
Was @ fragment of a pot rim, tempered with clam ot and the bowl 

xt decorated with irregularly parellel marks I/IO inch wide and 
Ey I0 inches apart. The neck part was not decorated. (No. 103) 

Dr. Pield thought this shell — have been cached by some 
prea toes potter in order thatshe might have a oupely. conven- 
ient for, wares. This might be the reason but why bury them 

pont feet when six inches vould have concealed them just as effect- 
vely. i 
ais one hundred and fifty feet omny in this same roadside 

bank,we found some years ago, a fine celt and finer spud,en cache, 
at about eighteen inches below the surface of the terrace. . 

At paustiine like forty rods to the east on this terrace, ex- posed by the caving off of the side of the big ditch, we found 
Somé.years ago a very compact bundle of what appeared to be wil- 3 _ Low twigs in e very Pe state of preservation mg ui to fill a pail. his dundle was buried about a foot elow the sur- 
face. * 

Then there are the la pots like Nos I5 and I6 of our col- lection, buried “upside-down almost any place; the cache of pieces of large ged different, found in the loess over the County Gravel Pi ax as beet and in the Harvey Beardmore terrace 
remant @ handful of o flint flakes found at depth of —— three feet in the roadsiae bank near the Hartley . 

.. Without doubt many things were buried for safe kee 
oo ae them,and it seems to us that we ath tale ee thle | en . 4 placing of these objects, like the cache of shells, 

5 
E S
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THE TURKEY RIVER MOUND GROUP. 

On the 20th of +, 1932, Fred and I visited the "Hog Back 
Group” of Turkey neves Mounds, surveyed and platted by T. H. 
Lewis, Apr 27th and 26th, 1685. 

‘The mounds of this group are quite free from the usual nu- 
tilation and apparently they are just as they were at the time 
of the Lewis survey. 

: This up lies on the high and narrow divide separating the ~ 
valley of the Turkey river from that of the Mississippi. 

The er: at the north end where it widens out into the gen- 
; eral up is 260 ft. above low water in the big river below. 

From this high point it extends about S45E across three sags 
and three other high points, having elevations respectively of 
£40, 240.and 260 ft., for a distance of about .8 mile, beyond 
which is another .5 mile of battlements and castellatea orags 
of Galene dolomite. . 

Along the crest to the last high point is a fairly level area; having a width of around 200 2t., with a couple of short spurs running out to the west. 
On the east it pitches almost vertically down to the Mis- 

Sigsippi. On the west not so Steep but that one can descend, 
to the valley of the Turkey. 

At about 650 ft. south of the most southerly mound shown 
on Lewis' plat, No. 38, is the third sag, beyond which at a- 
bout 400 te. is the top of the last high point, on which are 
two mounds that apparently have been pretty well excavated. 

It is to be noted that in the "procession" are to be found 
earthworks of every type Imown in Iowa except the bird effigy 
mound. 

It contains the most northerly of the tailed effigy mounds 
| ( all of those o— the bluff tops or on the terraces north 

of oS es are without taile ) mand is unique in having the 
| gg, ork resembling an enclosed area, along the Mississip- 

pi, owae 
This latter is an irregular C-shaped embankment, or perhaps 

we should say, heap, of earth, with the opening towards the 
river on the east, and with a lower apron, one-half the height 
of the embankment, extending farther east and a similar one 
extending south. 

Enclosed by the embankment is an irregular bowl-shaped de- 
| pression, the bottom of which is about at the natural level. 
| This embankment is from 5 to 6 ft. high and from its foot 
} on the west to the center of the bowl ie 70 ft. 
} From an average distance out from the foot of this earth- 

work of 65 ft., an irregularly circular trench with two gaps, 
| extends from the Mississippi river bluff'g edge on the north- 

east around to same on the south-east. 
| This trench has an approximate width of I2 ft. and e depth of IW inches.
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As there is no coresponding embankment - as there 

the New Galena Enclosed es on the Upper Iowa - the es ai 
excavated in the making of it = apparently use¢ to constru 

embankment which it surrounds. i 
a no other place in the =“ do we find excavations and 

must conclude that the material of which its earthworks are 

ead was carried there. i 

* “i sound mounds run from 20 to 56 ft. in diameter and from 
NM - I8 inches to 5 I/2 ft. in height. The iong mounds have lengths ; 

: of from 80 to 165 ft. and a height of around I8 inches, except . ; 

Ho. 2I, which has a height of 2 ft. ; 

Lengths, diameters and distances apart can be determined from ' 

the Lewis plat which is drawn to a scale. i 

: When its surroundings are considered I believe that this 
Turkey River "Hog Back Group" is the most outstanding group i 
of prehistoric mounds in Iowa. @ ; 

From different points along the ridge fine views of the i 
Mississippi and Turkey river valleys and bordering biuffs are j 
to be had. Seen from cither river the castellated southern 
end of the ridge presents a striking land mark. 

Except for the south high point the whole arca is as free 
from high grass as a well kept lawn, and ex-cept for the mounds 
at the north end which lie in open pasture, the whole is well 
shaded by an open ee of red, chestnut and white oak. 

Wherever there is a root hold on the precipitous bluff sides 
there is a covering - of shrubs and trees and in season 
@ mosaic of spring flowers - a riot of dainty color. 

Much rei cedar grows along the ledges and on the battlements 
of the the south end. 

Except for the two strings of combined long and round mounds 
at the north end the whole area is not likely to ever be dis- 
turbed by cultivation. | 

| 

This forest covered hill, outstanding for its r dness 
and hiding amidst its trees the old, old naman oF & for- | 
gotten — with its magnificent vistas of older rivers, 

; shimmering in smoky haze, should be secure: and set aside 
Gai wine _ opi beauty and all its historic 

or the enjoyment an fit - future tine. @@ — ene of posterity for all 

The cagtelated southern ond of this divide was known to 
earlier residents in the vicinity as Bixby's fark. In 
some book somewhere I have seen a description of it in the 
very floworgry language chardcteristic of pioncer days. 

@ Not m lowa.-1935- hut sevteiiiy in Clayton County 
@@ n/734 feventy Acres of this Aneubegte”— fone river to river- 

Ankh runni © ont 1. to inelicte ail the 
wes poco ahd” oy yinseqe We Ouire, Tac Accares Gu, The Ire Bona at 
ta @ others MR ne St Be Crentaaty tarned, orem ae 
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MOUNL No. S32 

"Hog Back Group" of the, Turkey River Hounds. 

Looking West towards the Valley of the 

Turkey River
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MOUND No. 38 

"Hog Back Group" of the Turkey River Mounds. 

Looking East towards the Valley of the 

3 Mississippi River.
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SHE "BURNED SARTH me 

MOUND No. 4 of the WAUEZON JUNCTION MOUND GROLP. 

in the valley of the Paint Creek at its mouth and scat- 
tered along the foot of the bluff on the north, consisting 
of a store, a school house, depot, and some half dozen 
dwelling houses, is the hamlet of iwiaukon Jumetion on the 
Se bis St. Ze and PB. Ry. 

Two hundred and fifty feet above it and directly north of 
the store, is Liound No. ¢ of the Waukon Junction Mound Group. 

sixty-five feet north of this is a smailer mound, lo. 5, 
and running north from a point about one-hundred feet north 
of this latter, along the peak of the upland bluff top, then 
north-east and east, ané terminating one-hundred feet west 

: of the top and center of the great north and south precipice 
facing the lissiesippi river, is a precession of long embank- 
nents totaling I5Ié feet in length - the intervals between 
Soteling G£5 ?ecot. . 

hese with a 129 feet Long and three large round mounds 
cn the point directly north of the depot, where the Paint é Creek and Mississippi river bluffs meet, and an obscure : bear effigy and one of a flying bird to the south of the 
= pac < ion a ths 8D the Waukon Jgnc- 

° S&S. Seing on the 2 sii f See. 3, = 96, Redin aan of the Sv 1/4 o 

To the north across a helf mile wide and three-hundred 
Z feet deep ravine is the high precipice of the Fainted Rock, 

that for long before the coming of the white nan was 
"“wakon" to the red one. ° 

(See sketch map of the locality following.) 

Mounds Ho. I, © and S had been excavated some years prior 
to our survey of the grotip in 1902 but mounds 4 and 5 ied 
not been disturbed 

In visiting this group a few yeurs after the. survey had 
been made we noticed in earth thrown up by a pocket gopher 
on liound Noe 4, a few small pieces of burned red clay look- 
ing like tiny bits of soft red brick. 

. ; jince then we had wanted to open that mound andsce whet 
k it oe but the opportunity never came till the fall 

oz OL. zy 

After some delay in securing permission to excavate fron : 
the different parties having an equity in the land on which 
it is located, we, «ith two young fellows anxious to dig, 
went down to the Junction. 5



a 

i.could not remember whether it was on Mound B. 4 or 5 
‘het I head seon the gopher hill but as Mo. 5 was the small- 
er ond meant the least work, we concluded to tackle that. 
Tm this mound, <c feet in dieneter, ané & feet Ligh, we 

dug a pit 8 fect ASE SS OE Soot Sees Tent: wise, and to 
= feptk of & feet be _— — oe But we found 
nary red nor anyth else - no Was barren. 
"teen we dug aa _ oo pits in ae 4 and in the one 

on the south s struck an abundance of burned earth. 
As we aid ger here time to do any BB. work we refilled 

the pits, planning to return inter and complete the work. 

It was not till the fall of 1932 that Pred Orr and nyself 
were able to spend part of three days in digging a four foot 

' wide trench through from the south margin of the mound to 
the north and down to the mixed clay and disintegrated rock 
just over the solid Oneota Limestone ledges of the bluff 
top. 

Briefly, we found on top of the disintegrated rock, a : more or less obscure ar of black carth, ané on this, Scattered over u central area of epproximately ten feet in diameter, were abundant fragments of burned human bones. . Directly over these was an irregular mase of earth burned very red, mostly crunbly and dusty but containing some chunks roughly 4 to 8 in. in diameter burned very hard. Cne of these contained the impression of a finger into which my forefinger fitted very nicely. 
Between the calcined bone fragments and the red carth were a few scattering rocks approximately < to 6 in. in diameter, some of which were burned to cuickline, 
At 8 and If/2 fect both north and south fron the center, especially south, were some larger pieces of unburned rock, possibly part of an attempt at an encircling wall. 

_ Brom the appearance of the red earth - the irregularity of the mass and the absence of any charcoal - we were inclined to the belief that the burning wes elsewhere, and that afterwards the burned material was brought in baskets or skins and dump- | over the calcined bones, the burning of which, we are also inclined to believe, was done at Some other place, after which ordinary upland clay and soil was brought in quantity and . the mound completed. 
The burned earth appears not to have been soil of the bluff tops as some pieces were only part burned, the unburned portion resembling ~~ much the soil of the lississippi river flood plain. Also the finger mark or impression in one of these partly burned pieces would seen to indicate that the material had been puddled before burning.



ve ¢ 

Less than helf a dozen of very omall pieces of charcoal 
were found with the burned bones and black layer and none in 

“i. oo > traces of an ash bed ") no 
. 

_ he line of contact between the body of burned earth and the 
covering of upland clay and soil was quite sharp and distinct 
but irregular : . In pa of this gern, | clay and soil there was quite a 
read wets te to the inclusion of small separate particles and 
bite of the burned material scattered through it. 

That bodies, or what is more likely, bundles of hunan bones, 
ee there is no F wane a ittne era pearance of eve Ng expose excav. 

however ineLines’ us a ort to believe that the burning of both the human remains the earth, was done, propably some- | where down on the river botton lands, and the residual bones and the burned earth carried to the bluff tops and there de- posited and a mound built over then. 
E Shere is nothing in the mound itself to indicate that there was ever such an intense fire there as would be necessary to so — Such an irregular mass of carth having a = thicimess of three feet and a diameter of less than 

Jo @o this would take several days and.such a fire covered With such a thickness of earth would certainly be more or less smothered, resulting in the making of quantities of charcoal. Sut no charcoal was found - ima very few small pieces. Besides if we have properly interpreted the conditions found in Mound Me. 35 of the Yellow River Mound Group, the = canekeeek bass found " a thick ( I foot) layer spread mo ,exeept for a thi: omnon upland forest soil at the top. Sn
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Looking into half completed Trench from the South 
End. Center of Mound at H. 4 indicates Disintegrated Rock. 
B indicates Bleck Earth. EE indicates Burned Earth. © indi- catos Upland Clay and Soil. 

mao Bones resting on Black Earth between Trowel 
and Pick.
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Photograph of lLiounds lo. 2 und % of the Waukon Junction 
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saens into half completed Brench from the South-west. 
Center of Mound at H. V indicates corners of Trench. 
B indicates Black Barth. C indicates Upland “~~ and 
Soil. D is a pocket of same dipping down into the pure 
Burned Earth,in which is considerable Burned Earth. 
E indicates pure Burned Earth. 

. This is a View of the same part of the trench as in 
the preceeding picture but taken from side instead of the 
center of the Trench.
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gm mecount of the construction and contents of a nound 
Gn page e4 Rit ra "the Ereocedings of the Devenport boete ss ey OF Mmtural Sciences, published in 1676, iv of interest in 

_ -Reetion with wiet was found in the excavation of Lound lic. 4 ot jeukot civ + Taidinila es S004 : : “4 

"Situated on the furm of lir. J. staffelbach, seven alles below 
the « - (Daven +, and Weert eee of a mile from the riv- 
er (Miusiseippi) which he (7iffany} had recently explored, in com- ; 

~*~. . Se F. Stevens, Zaq. : ; 
; 2] aor ak fee Was on the crest of a spur bearing a lit- 

tle — of — the main nee, ss here forms a prom- 
inent project point, xiow to river silots eas Zagle Foint. ; 
The pb oe tingy. Ring swenty-five feet in ‘length, and two fect 
“TT. although from ite peculiar position ason the very asrrow 

sloping ridge, ite dimensions were difficult to deternine. 
-"Qie surfcce was the usual black soil to the depth @f from 

six to twelve inches. ext was found « burnt indurated clay, 
resembling in color and texture o nedium burned brick, and wbout 
= tuehes in depth.  Inmedintely beneath this olay sas a s bed of charred human renuine six to elsiteen Liches thick. 

f this rested = the wiebauget and undisturbed lous of the biutfs, whieh oe She floor of the pit.  iInbed@edin this floor of un- burned ¢ “Were « fea, very mach decomposed, but umburned ausean - Jie implements of eny kind were “iscovered. 
«80 surneee Gppears to kave been constructed by excavating the gs and placing in the bottom of it the bodies or caeistele Which had soi | been collected from seaffolds, and placing : the fuel anong above the bodies, with a cov: ving of poles OF split timbers cocociing cver and resting upoa: the earth, with the olay Paget oon agg Which latter wc now fing resting pon the charred remains. The ends of the timber covering, where -- protected oF the earth ebhove ané below, were reece? to char- soal, varellel pteces of which were found at rieht aneles *c the length of the mound. to charcoul was found anon or dor the Fenaina = ‘he combustion there having beon comeicic. <he Grown cae poutions of the bones wore reduced to pulses ised” Bore~ 

; "Qhis peper suve rise to an « éiveus fon vera bers not condurring with ir. Sirtace 2 sng ites used for cremation.  JSome- thousht i+ ie "GSHOES CA nauk aces used for seoriftetial pur ioves.”” Oe Ee ee 
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View of South Wall (7) from south end of Trench. 

es | 

Looking through Tre. “nh from the south end. 
Center of Trench at H. fF indicates Rocks.
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Bizhatatiou oF sxkrads. 

On the pencil sketches following of the sides of a 4 ft. wide 
trench through Mound tio. 4 of the Waukon J:mction lound 
Group, ahs ite south to its north perimeter, und down to the 
Natural soil of earth and broke:: rock Lying on top of the heavy 
beds of Oneota limestone at the tops of the bluffs, the differ- 
ent cc forming the mound are inficated by letters 
as follows: 

4 - Undisturbed soil and rock fragments i:uediately over the 
Cneota Limestone, - © to 10 inches ia thickness. 

3 - Stratum of black soil, - I to 6 inches ia thickness ené ; fading out towards the margin of the mound. 

© - Hatural upland forest soil, - the lest material used to 
shape up the mound. 

D- The seme as 0 but containing more or less bura clay in “ the shape of scattering specks and bits up to I/4 in. in diancter. 

E - burned earth anmixed sith any other material 

¥ - Rocks, - the smaller ones not lettered. : 

--re~ Area of scettered calcined human bone fragments in cen- ter of mound on top of deposit B and covered directly by deposit E, prot, an syprexinnte dianeter of IO ft. Between deposit B EB were also scattered: « few small (4 in.) rocks burned to lime. 

H - Stake set in.center of mound. e
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All OLD TRAIL. 

When surveyors who ran the section lines for Uncle Sen 
aid the weuteay core required, besides setting poste to mark 

the section and quarter-section —, T — ee ans 

_ "field notes" as they were calleA, of ir Sel tae os 
SS a Ook bien | new country which they were 

“ameng other things they had to describe the Kind of soil o- 
ver which eech line ran; ee SS ee ae toot kane 
peateee, 6s ew tee oe he Seeet ee we tan -. 

‘a en Taeete ta Secte cite sak ocation o 3 stots’ sey’ eronssa'e troll or reed ont the distance Ht ae fron 
their -eorner. 

In the "field notes" turned in by one, McDonald, i Bee 
$s who ran the section lines of Post township in 1649, 
BaeEE atgnty too. years ago, we find that he notes that he “in- 
tersected an Indian trail” ten different times in as many dif- 
ferent places. 
This "indian trail" entered the township where the village 

of Hardin now is and ran from there veaxe’ ae Giaes hee line, 

Susi reall Sar vilings of Igvoeat sok Sovsas’ te tovy Sook stood: v ° 
of Yellow River a mile north-west of there; leaving the town- 
a & little east of the north-west corner of section five. 

t+ is aca that Me going over its route oe some 
remmant of this old trail might still be found, especially 
where it was crossed by the vats lines, “which places can 

_ be aoe located by the = Pas i 0 thie 
erhaps a SS ression cross a fence 

ae moss-covered, leaf stihes obscure path in the woods may 
8 remain. 

But it is more likely that it, like the Indian that travel- 
ea it, has entirely ees . to Sine pectin, Sigele file strafing pe ties' oF devaantt 8 es parties o: e who claimed this land and to whom was home before oa ae ers te ese we to the front Solieues by other braves uare e oose OF camp e oehild- ren and onan, ie old men po wonen bringing - qe chee, 

eB | rep PRRMES, Fe" Beary laden ponies plofaol along with. ine traveling in a wild and beautiful land. 
This would be a family or band of the ifinneb tribe for seeped fhe Bete Steuatatt thing Winnesheik counties. * o ont



joo 

After leav Allamakee county the trail continued on past 

elt ts ot beta. in the same general direction, to 
Chief Decora'’s village on the Upper Iowa, where is now the 

oo. ’ it forked, a branch of it running north- 
‘east across. ow township; where is now the Eclls School 

House in Sates Femi’ Vownshipy where there is a finé spring; 
then for a its route is sy Bees Pe, 2 Lae 
the Parm; dow scross the head of a. 1 of Silver 
Creek an on to the divide to the east; from there coinciding 
wien vith the prosent road across the renainier of French Oreck 
township dow the prairie bottom land of the Iowa River 
where on the north part of sections 6 end ¢ was was Ohie? 
Winnesheik's large v * 

Just to the west of tte village was the "Indian Thicket" 
near where is now the Chilson's Ford Bridge. This was a ver- 
itable wild orchard of crab —. Dlack cherry, plum brush, 
ee ae tak teeta tan eee ee ee 

of these fruits not only to the but to the 
white settlers coming after them. It covered several acres. 

A little to the south-east the large Hartley spring gush- 
ed out of the foot sf the bluff. 

The first white settlers coming into the valley in the 
early 508 found the weathered and broken frames of the wig- 
wams of this village still in evidence. 

The Indian when he traveled went straight to the place 
that he wanted to reach. He made no “roads of a thousand 
curves." Yet he used an intuitive sense in selecting the 
best and easiest as well as the most direct routes. ~ 

So much primitive engineering skill did he show that the 
white man coming after was prone to follow these trails with 

: Then came the imni t's canvas covered wagons and those 
of the freighter sogether with the six horse drawn lumbering 
yellow arias tne the acme of public traveling equipment of 
that day, the 014 trail, and along it sprang up Hardin, ‘ 
tl, Frankville, towns with great prospects and greate:» 

ee ee ete ee ane ea eee a ant the stage 
became but a memory. How we have the automobile and the air- 
ty aoe the rail-road is getting too slow. We can not wait 

Not long since we stood on one of these old In 
in nother part of the comty as the afternoon waned, and we ” could envisage the weary Indian procession toiling 
along towards a the night. 

Then from far came the droning of the Chicago- pare Cities mail plane, shining like burnished silver as the 
setting sun shéne on it, and the spell was broken.
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HE NAME, “ONEOTA". 
i ; ; f Iowa, person- 

In 1663, Dr. Samuel Galvin, State Geologist o ’ 
elly made a survey of Allamakee county. | my *T published in Vol. HV of she Iowa Geological 
Survey for the year 1864, on pages 61-68, ammen 
of the name "Oneota” by which the massive limestone forma 

that forms the picturesque cliffs and precipices — the 

bluffs eee ee ee te ae and Upper Iowa rivers —. 

In this as the conclusion reached by | 

Dr. W. J. MoGhee as = in I88I in the Pleistocene Hist- 

ory of Northeastern Iowa, and says "~~-- and se he (methee) pro- 
poses to call the assemblage of strata ----- the Oneota Lime- 

stone, a name ved from the Indien name of the river along 

whioh the formatin attains its 7 developement. 
Referring to Pleistocene tory we find on page 204, 

"..- the natural gateway through which the Oneota embouches 
on the greater river - a gateway a mile wide between the 500 
ft. “< salient of sandstone and limestone on the north 

( the esota Bluff' of the whites and the 'Oneota’ of the 
remnant of the Winnebago Indian tribe still lingering a- ‘ 

tous its base ) and the scarcely lowér Iowa Bluff on the south. 
Here MoGhee is describing the mouth of the Upper Iowa at 

Bew Albin, the "greater river“being the —_ ae The j 
Oneota, or as it is nowcalled, the Minnesota Bl is the high 
Point to the north of the town and just over the line in Min- 
nesota. 

The bluff on the south side of the river which he calls the 
Iowa Bluff is now known as Gabbett's Point or as Brookman's 
Bluff, and is the high promontory around which the Lansing- 
= alvin road curves just before reaching the bridge over 

owa Verte 

Tn a foot note to MoGhee's description is the following: 
This is the Iowa or ar Iowa river of most maps. The 
Indians about its mouth call the bluff flanking it on the 
north "Oneota’, one recognize the river under the same 
ae . The signification of the term as used by the 

W co ogg is obscure. It signifies in the Mokawk dia- 
lect * i yore who have sprung from a rock.' ” : 
(Schoo ; Oneota, or the Characteristics of the Red 
Race of America. 1845, p. V.) 

Schooloraft apparently used the neme as a part of the ti- tle of his book because it was one of the tribes’ traditional 
account of their one another unrelated tribe, sev- eral hundred miles distant co to use the same word as the 
name for a ig is reparkable. 

However he lived at.time when there 
nity to verify his statement and we aane Gite Bk On tonnes 
“ es then McGhee, and after him, Calvin, attempted 
ei laa ae oe Indian name of the river which we persist i 

ca per Iowa.
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: Neolithic Man - Europe. 
"The Origin of the Aryans” 

By Isaac Taylor, a; : 
Scribner and Welford, 1890. 

- Were nomad herdsmen who had domesticated the dog - wanderers 
over the plains in waggons drawn by oxen - were ignorant of met- 
al ecept, possibly copper - in summer oe. huts built of 

branches of trees, in winter in circular pits dug in the earth 
roofed with poles covered with earth - clad in skins sewn to- | 
gether with needles of bone - kindled fire with fire sticks - 
could oes Wak enki ce tas collected and pounded 
in a mortar w olygaaie oo ale rs so re agg wes 
marriage - were po - practic uman sac: ce - es 
ps i gag nonce in cattle, not lo - no fenced in land - Seiiee- : ed in a future life - religion shamanistic - had no idole and 
propably no gods but reyerenced in some Vague way the powers 
of nature. a 

Seience News Letter, Jan. 2lst, 1933. 

"Pictures of Mayan Gods, ‘some older than 600 A-D., some 
made in the fifteenth century, show how very Little the art and 
religion of these Indians changed in a thousand years." 

)
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x ap ee ~ ROME AGE TOOL Ib UMLRASKA CL12z. a 
“oe Hews Letter for Mar. 2ith, 1955 

; oléest Luman inheabit- 
A net, important Saeeiee © S., task He Ball ant De- Willian ants of Anerica is ee, oe Hevreska. he Giecovery may 

Yaa Royen of tr ae presence in the lew werd - ~ a ° poe Lehty noved down fr ee, test great aes Att whea mighty gladlers no : 

their arotie Leadguar sh : small stone tocol suck ~ Zhe ‘elue to eras fer tasks ok of @leening skins. It is 
oe rs Ey oy 1 nab nose or thumb nail screper. 
* "YES fool was Touad’ in « partsmliy comented saa eliff, eight 

oe eye aceaent aieteee. “Ee discovery was made by Jladys ee ee seen fk Gee baka. Wee 
Misses rs a cca seoaeuk at the Uuivecetay of hebreske father ané 2 ,aleon j siude be Un 
remove the artifaot in a block of wae cccatoaet uaees oak 

o or ~~ sada. ~— ar ieee i visit the site qulty, de. Bell wis consul at: : Ps a lous of Weianinn See 
te emanine the fase a gay es sueehikcen tk GU 

S ape the toolenikers be Shy : = 

ty. tue Gakverctey of Kebreska, sclenee Service and Col. &. L. 
daters of Sincoln. oe : i; oles Si see eels Neat tee tse ties, Stee tate from the same creek, must Lave act coakcer. ie bitkanie 
fore the gan vank touk on ite pres a Ge cues esis wheveby 
could they find of copes holes, crac: Dr ghs age Por ng dre ory 
the flint objects could have been snserte tant ; 
Gor could the be he og been buried by recent Indians. th 

ound iv undisturbed. cose "3 oe 
wi "Zhere can be little doutt", br. Beli eee a oot 
of the artifacts may be counted in thoucanés, rather 

: as 8 conservative ee ficures that the tools were made 
no lees than six thousan years ago. oe ! 

Shere is some pousibility, however,- tliat the sosie pein’ as 
reetiy to much earlier inhabitants than thic. — > He 

: tien were in America in the dater-glacial .eriod, eZore @ 
sheet crept down for the fourth end iast time from its polar home. 
This wecie bees thet Anerica iae been inkabited at least S0,000 

e. . 

"a tadien of the glacial age, by the sweedish scientist, Ernest 
Antevs, demonstrate thet the last edvence of the ice sheet raised : an ice blockade across Alaske that would have shut out immigrants Zor thousands of ycars. 2his meens tha: anerica’s imnigrants from Agia uust huve crouseé Lering strait tefore the great ice bkockade, or else they waited until it lifted. Sither man is o. really old occupant of the Hew dorld, over 0,000 yeare old, or else he is just « neweoner, oseupying the land merely some eight or nine thousand years. a 

a he ;



studying the story of deposited? soil and climate fluctuutions 
recordec in the sand and. gravel layers of the lebraska creck, i 

> the University of ee scientists are inclined to believe 5 
that the tools embeddedhere may point to an American migration y 
before the last advance cf the ice shect. : 5 

fhe tools themselves are not so old as that. ut it is be- : 
lieved that any race of men who reached Nebraske early enough 4 
to have their stone tools embedded in the sand bank must have 5 
entered the continent before the ice blockade formed across : 
northern America. f 

br. Sell ané Dr. Van Royen expect to make further studies of ; 
the site. i 

| 

: et
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GLACIATION OF THE SANTA MONICA WOUNTALUS. { 

On the Santa Monica mountains which rise out of the ocean di- 
reetly west of Los —<: California, the effects of three suc- 
cessive glacial peri ere visible. During these the sea re- 
ceeded and the steep sliffs which it wore from the mountains 
were left to be softened and filled in by land deposits. Mean- 
while the land was rising, so that after the glacier withdrew the 
sea could not reach its old shore-line and consequently made new ‘ 
Sharp cliffs at a lower level. 

It is estimated that re period the sea level may 
sink thirty feet or more. 5 the water removed from the sea 
forms ice on the continents and. since these cover only about one- 
fifth of the earth's surface, the ice layer must attain an aver- 
age thickness of several hundred feet, even if it ig spread over half the earth. ‘The present sheet over Greenland is Ticcsunie of feet thick ( about one and one-half miles in the center of ‘thet island where it attains its a thickness ) . It is well kmown how fast the is rising in California; 1 so from the difference in level between successive cliffs esti- mates can be made of the clapsed tine between glaciers and since | the last one. It turns out that the last one was quite recent in comparison with the interval between glacial periods. Prof. Davis esagepset that this may indicate that the earth mey get | png Bip oS a aaa cool. agein prior to the next glecier. ° ; | poles becon inhabites — 7 eens ernie aoe Ce 

Even Se the average temperature of the earth need drop 
only about five degrees below the present average to bring on a glacial oo the consequent c in climate may be enor- oe . : al oe ee to melt all glaciers now 

¢ 
y 7 ; sig & cores hange in oe te all over the world would 

Seience News Letter, Apr. 1ith, 1933
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Bffect cf Climate on Prehistoric Culture. 

From Science liews Letter, Sept. 16th, 1933. 

"Much evidence of changing climates in North America 
ae 2 a Se Se eee or so has been produced by the 

study of pollen grains and other plant remains buried in peat 
bogs, and a good correlation between these changes and similar 
ones in Europe has been worked out. In these researches Prof. 
= B. Sears of the University of Oklahoma has made himself a 

er. 

"The succession of post-glacial climates has been cold-moist, 
cool-dry, moist, warm-dry and moist again. With each succeed- 
ak of climate a characteristic type of vegetation has de- 

ve in Tr part of the eastern U.S. In the Ohio 
region it wor from forests of evergreens in early post- 
— times up to a rich mixed forest of hardwoods some five 

Ousand years ago. 
"Then came the period of warmth and comparitive dryness. \ 

- The forest became more open, invaded. 7 — This 
set up conditions most favorable for the cultivation of corn 
and for the invasion of bison herds. This phase ended in the 
return of a moister climate and the re-growth of the heavy forest 
which was found when the first explorers entered the Ohio valley. 

"The archacological records examined by Prof. Sears indicate 
that with type of natural vegetation there was propably associa- 
ted a special type of Indian culture. At the crucial time when 
the Iowa-like prairies invaded Ohio and made corn-growing and 
bison-hunting possible, there was in possession of the land a 
predominantly hunting people, of the Algonkian Indian oulture 
group. As their native forests retreated eastward they went 
with them, and their — was taken by a corn-raising people 
from the west, a people that we know now only from their mound- 
ee one high type of which we call the Hopewell. 
They held the land and built their monuments; but when the oli- 
mate switched to forest-favoring humidity again they had pre- 
ferred to return whence they came, where cornfields and buffalo- 
wet were still possible. As bg Bigg in the forest-dwelling 
Algonkian reposseseed themselves of land."
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"Folsom Dart Points Distributed Over a Wide Area.” 
From Science News Letter of Sept. 16, 1933. 

"A thesis by e young student anthrepologist at the Univers- 
ity of Denver opens up new thoughts on America's first inhab- 
itants. t 

"The student, Jack Cotter" has gathered together threads of 
of evidence dealing with human beings who seem to have lived 
in America before the various know ee of Indian culture 
began t@ develope. The evidence is the shape of curious- 
ly —_— stone blades used by primitive Americans in hunting. 

- Bos Diades were shaped for use by Basket Makers, Plains 
tribes, Aztecs, Incas or other Indians of the long period of 

cae as co Po the coming of the white man. low 
and again soil of some 014 river bed or buffalo wallow 
has yielded one or more of these old stone blades. 

“Folsom points and Yuma points the archaeologists call then, 
after the places where they first attracted signal attention. 
Usually these blades _ found associated with the fossil bones 
of mammoths, ground sloths, or other animals that departed 
WS ae oe es ee ee 

"Mr. Cotter has made a as. e weapons that have 
been turning up from time to time. He finds that no less 
than 343 specimens are known to a oe And the re- 
=. aoe stone weapons shows that y were found in 

s . 

"Prom New to Oregon across the country, and from 
North Dakota oie Spread the groups of ancient hun- 
ters who oa their spears with with these stone blades. 
nine types blades have been differentiated by the yo 
ro. in his inspection and measurement of the fol- 

som Yuma stone points. But all nine types are, to the 
eye of the expert in stone craft, typical of that remote 
hunting age in America.
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ae LUSTER HEIGHTS MOUND GROUP. : 

From Luster Heights, - the top of the oe outlying spur 
of St. Peter sandstone where it is crossel by the section 
line road one-eighth mile east of the little school house 
at the corner to Sections I5, I6, 2I and 22, T. 96, R. 4, 
- one of the grandest views on the Mississippi River is to 
be had. 

A few rods to the east the road (to Waukon Junction) 
turns north and then north-east, at three-fourths of a mile 
ee oe down from the top of the sandstone to the lower 
level of the top of the Oneota limestone. 

In the brush alongside the road, just before it starts down 
the steep pitch, are two well preserved long mounds, end to 
end, one hundred and twenty-five and one hundred*and fifty i 
feet respectively, and separated by a space of thirty feet. 

As this pair of earthworks is more than half a mile back 
from the precipitous face of the bluff line (we lmow of no 
other € so far back) we conclude that they were placed on 

this a foe i because of the magnificent outlook which we have mentioned. 

Since the above was written the road before leay the sandstone outlier has been moved several rods — 
The mounds lie along the old, now abandoned, road. 

Jan. 4th, 1952.
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THE BROOZMAN BLUFY MOUND GROW. 

Cvening into the valley of the Upper lowa River, from 4 
the south, ut ea quarter of a mile from where it in turn opens 
into that of the Mississippi, is the wide and deep valley of 

: a en that functions as such only w.en it carries the run- 
off.S8torns. Bc 

It is like a mile long pocket in the hills, separated fron 
the larger master valley to the east by a sharp stecp-sided 
ridge henassceatnge 4 at its northern extremity in a hundred feet 
high —— above one hundred and fifty feot of talus, the: 
Brooknan Bluff. 

: Towards its south end where it joins the main line of the 
bluffs, whose ber are of the same level as the uplands back 
of them, this ridge is lower. 

ryes Hd to the south of where it is crossed by tie "forty" 
line be en the SE NE and NE NE of Sec. 22, 7. 100, R. 4 is . a “string” of four round mounds, the location, dimensions and distances apart of which are given in the te tat map. 

The survey of this poe Was made on May 26th, 1917. Our noteg do not ~~ if our recollection is correct,all of 
this group had been dug into. 

Ho aes oe has been done by us in an effort to deter- mine to what culture they belong. : 
The Fish Parn ts one mile south-east, belongs to an — culture as determined x bits of pottery thrown ow ae°7 Norris who excavated them for the Smithsonian in I ( See Annual aeses of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1663-1684) while the pottery zuoquente found in excavating the Blackhawk Cave (by us in I629) at the foot of Brookman's Bluf? precipice were all Siouan. 

Jan. 4th, 1932
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UARIN'S FORT : | 
e * 

At Mouth of Sny MaGill Creck. 

Accord to Hoffman in "Antique Dubuque", "A fter more j 
than Sure a’ sankens of conflict, the French and Reynards 
(Foxes) had entered at last into a semblance of more or less 
protracted peace, at least between themselves." The French 
ofZicer who brought this about was Sieur Paul Marin. 

: The Poxes at this time appear to have been scattered along 
the lowa shore of the Mississippi River from opposite the 
mouth of the Wisconsin River, south to Rock Island. 

in order to strengthen the friendly selationship between 
them, in 1738, a fort ané trading post was built by Sieur 
Marin at the mouth of MaGill’s Slough about six miles below 
lieGregor, which afterwards was mown as Marin's Fort. 

Whether this was on an island bordering the main channel Come rat 
of the Mississippi River or on the Mein land where the val- 
ley’ of Sny linciii Creek opens into that of the larger river, 

: can_not now be determined. 
This fort was aoeeerty occupied but for a few years. 

. However that may be, the large group of ninety-four 
mounds of all types, on the v. bank of Swift Slough and 
directly eaat of the opening o the Sny MaGill valley about 
one-half mile, long antedated this fort and also the oceupan- 
ey of this territory by the Foxes. we 

The island on which thio very compact group is located is 
en old sand and gravel bar, outwash from the Wisconsin gla- 
cier, and has an elevation above low water in the liesissippi - 
River of 26 ft., and about IO ft. above the surrounding 
flood plain. At times of very high water it must have been : submerged. 

The entire bar, about I500 ft. long by 200 ft. wide is well dotted with mounds. ; 
Between it and the main land to the west there was former- ‘ ly a swamp but this,has now filied up and is covered with soft wood timber, while along the east side runs Swift Slough. 
4s the whole area iz suitable for a permanent camp except at very high water, one wonders where was located the village whose dead are here buried in such nunbers, d 

* “Sny” 18 & Seotek name for a creek, hence, MaGillk creek. 

#® Near the center of this penn. onthe right bark of Suntt Slough, are 
Some guite sizeable Foeks hing aoonrt ‘mn Buck a way as to jnai- 
Cate the site of a dusiteing of whitl all else kas Aisappenrecn. 

Coule this hare heen the gine of Marine Fort? ‘
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; SE are two other : ‘ 
round mounds 40 Bos “ 
in diameter, touch- ‘ < i 4 

boc Mignon other. - 
Both have pits. : 
None of these mounds : : 

; are included in the k : | Yellow River Group. i = 
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bLivED GROVE SCURH GY "HANGING ROCK." 
croup of one linear, one "veur" effigy and three round mounds E on = of biuff acrose ravine south of "hanging Rock" and near 

line between Sections £2 aad £7, 2. 96, R. S. surveyed by Ellison 
F and Fred Orr, Cot. £2, 1953. 

411 roun? mounds had old excavation pita in center. in earth 
thrown out of ¢ 4 were bits of burned earth - the third mound so 
far known containing this material.
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at its Mouth, A 

See P 41, Fieia Notes 3935 and 1930 
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' SADDLER'S CEMBZERY MOUND GROUT. 
| Cn the Saddler Terrace on the IE NE See. 5, T. 99, R. 5, 

twenty rods east of the Saddler Cemetery, across a ravine, is 
, ® mound twenty fect in diameter and aeatheen inches high. j 

Sometime in the past this mound has been pretty thoroughly 
; excavated. 
j 4t about six rods to the south-east are twosmaller very 

obscure mounds. All above are round mounds. 
lear them runs an old wagon road. 

i : : a eieRce aad iit 

MOUNDS Ol! YELLOW RIVER. 1 

On the bluff top north of the corner to Sections 28, 29, 
“2 and SS, 7. 96, R. S, and ‘in the woods south of the Ralph 
Blackwell residence, ere two. long mounds running approxinately ‘ 
cast and west. These are fifty fect apart and each is fifty 

; feet long, ten fect wide and one foot ig 
me aaa on trip to 014 Government with Tousley, lov. / 
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EXCAVATION OF GRAVES OF THE 

: O'REGAN TERRACE. 

On this 224 of , 1932, with Drs. Hayes of Lansing and 
Field of New Albin visited the O'Regan Terrace in which I now 
have permission to dig. 

Destaus the Saadlers who were tenants last year, others have 1 
been at work, sometwo dozen graves having apparently been found, i 
excavated and refilled during the last twelve months. : 

My. Timmerman of New Albin seems to have purchased all that 
the Saddlers found. He secured five pots of the ordinary bur- ' 
Ue type and one large one the rim of which was. oval - I4 and 
i/2 X 16 in. 

Qne of the smaller ones is the common round two-handled type i 
while another of the same Size hes four handles. A third is a 
.": two-handled vessel,a fourth being a duplicate of our 
# 5130. Qhe fifth was an oval vessel burned very ** ck, with 
handles at right ro the short diameter, in . ‘ch was a 
shell with some half dozen notches cut on one edge. ~ The neck 
of this one had the appearance of having settled down into the 
bowl while the clay was plastic, giving it a unique appearance. 

In 7 of the graves was found over I00 bluc glass 73) beads 
about I/4 in. in diameter that were without doubt secured from 
some white trader. F 

After probing some with a steel rod we finally discovered a 
burial just on the north side of the field road, with the feet i 
towards the south. 
7 parts of the ig bones and of one arm remained and these 

lay fully extended at I8 in. below the surface. his crave was 
about I2 ft. east of where pot ¢ 5150 was found by young Saddler. 

4t I00 ft. east Ed. Sadd found pir= No. P-29 on the sloping 
roadside bank. 

br-, Field found a covper bead in tne earth that had been thrown 
out of one of the graves, and Dr. Hayes, one of the blue beads 
belonging with the string sold to Timmerman. 

Ineidentally Ed. Sadd told us that the old log house under 
Gabbett'’s Point was built in 152. 

Spent the most of Sunday, Oot. 24, 1952 with Dr. liayes and two 
helpers in excavating on the O'Rezan or : 

lir. Ed. Wild had dug here at two different dates not long since. 
The first time he found nothing but the second tine from two graves 
side by side he took, from one,.a pot, from the other, a pipe, cop- 

. per bracelet and copper shake. 

The ground was vo hard and ary that it was difficult to force
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into it. a the steel ramrod, which we used for ome. ith 
i 1 cone-shaped hole w 

a oo aes to needs Sag oo a likely place -" . : 7 the shovel in icing off the ground around it - thrusting 
full Tenet. - about 10 in. - but not Se Oe ek o- 

SS  . that eon Pp. 
- 8 ° em. 

7 - the farthest east and a few ft. north of the farm 

road, contained, at a depth of o ft., a badly decayed, — 

: ea, extended skeleton of a woman lying in a nearly i. and oa 
rection with the head to the north. The sxull, however, a: 

i a fair state of preservation anid was suved. There were no relics 

. ony the next one to the weut which we located we found had been 

opened at some former time and the earth and rocks throw back in 
again. Only the bones of the lower limbs, those of a large per- 
son, had not been disturbed and lay extended at a depth of S ft. 
Of those of the body, head and arns, only scattered fragments re- 

| mained. Anythins buried with the body had evidently been found 
by the former excavaters and removed. 

The next, number three, hed algo becn opened. Zhe excavetion 
had been complete and only fragments of the skeleton were found 
scattered promiscuously through the filled-in carth. There were 
no relics. 

In number four, the next west, below and a Little to the west 
of the large rock that indicated a burial, at e depth of about 
18 in. , two copper bracelets of the usual type, £ and 1/2 in. 
in diameter with the ends overlapping I/4 in., were found. These 
had both encircled the same wrist close together, a piece of dried 
and wrinkled skin with indentations in it made by the bracelets, 
that had been preserved by the verdegris, still adhered to then. 

No other objects nor traces of bone were found in this -place. 
Under the rocks indicating number five were only a few frag- 

ments of bone. Snlarging the first shallow pit dug, towards 
the road, we came upon a bone awl with the point decayed away, 
= 1026, and in making a last downward slice with the shovel we 
cut just beck of a child's pot which slice before had barely 
missed but not exposed, and the man with the shovel uaid, "Well 
I'm a--d if that wasn't luck." Lot # 5137 

: This pot was about I6 in. below the surface and except for the 1 awl nothing else was found.” It is bowl shaped, I and 6/4 in. deep and 2 in. in diameter and hes holes .2 in. in diameter on i Oposite sides .S in. below the rin. it is without ornanent- ation, is burned red and appears to be tempered with very fine 

The last grave excavated, number six, like all but numbe ce had been opened? and refilled years before. it contained the’ most large rocks of any excaveted.



4 piece of a large skull ané fragments of two humerii 
were Found near where once had been the floor at 5 ft. below 
the surface. Two trude glass beads, Sundry # 556, and one’ ” 
of copper, indian make, Sundry # 557, were found in as nany : 

pe full. 

In all of the graves except the one from which the brace- 
lets, and the one “rom which the child's pot had been taken, 
the burial had been at a depth of about 3 ft. below the sur- | 
face. 

In the last the ie 4 apparently lay in a general E. and Wl. 
direction. In the others they ley in a general UN. and S. 
direction, with the heads of at least the first three, to the ' 
north. i 

The burials in the first two were without question fully 
_ extended, and very propably of the Sd and of the last. : 

The skull from ilo. I is brachycephalic and was tilted forward ‘ 
resting squarly on the base and was filled completely full of 

In the earth throm out of ilo. I, at about half the depth, 
: was a smell curved scraper, No. 4298, and from No. 3 at about 

the same ig ee ari ype Noe 4299. 
4lso in the earth thrown out of No. 6 was a fragment of Oneote 

Culture pottery, Wo. 5157 about I in. in diameter, and one of 
Algonkan Culture, io. 5136, about I in. in dianeter. 

j
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A Glcautxe FosSIL soucz (7) 
é PROM THE CALBRIAN DRESBACH AT LauSIuc, Iowa. i 

: | 
Back of the stores on the north side of Main St. at Lansing, ' 

is a fine exposure of some forty feet of the Dresbach shales of 
the Cambrian Systen. 

At the top tt these shales was a harder, bedded, limestone i 
rock suitable for Se Walls. Over about a half acre 
- all that was accessable - this has all been quarried out. ' 

Back of this old .< the face of the overlying St. 
Lawrence Limestone, a bedded, soft yellow limestone of , 
no economic value. 

This ledge is about twenty feet high and about half-way up 4 
its face is the horizon where fragments of the trilobite, 
Dicellocephalus Hinnesotensis, can be found by eeneves ay 
eee oe thin layers horizontally. A species of small 

Hingulet and fucoids or worm trails also occur sparingly. i 
is also what appears to have been a gigantic fossil i 

=e reaching a diameter of four feet and a thickness of : ' 
two feet. he structure of thie fossil - if fossil it is - 
is very obscure. It consists ef a homogenious, massive rock { 
of a somewhat different color, and harder than the surrounding i rock, the strata of which follow the outlines of the lens-like 
mass of the fossil, bulging or arching up over it and dipping i dowm on the sides. - 

} Some of the specimens, though not all of them, show an a- | bundance of what appear to have been canals or pores about j a o2 an inch in diameter, with some epproach to i parallelism, filled with a darker rock. i During the forty years that I have been femilier with this outerop some four or five fect of the face of the ledge has i ‘@rumbled away and — ten of these fossils have been ex- | yeeee and have fallen down and cone to pieces with the other | 
° 

i Waukon, Merch 26th, 1924. : | 

|
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The ledge of St. Lawrence Limestone as it appeared about 
+) : 

“he year 1900. ote the fossil sponges at A, B and 0. 
*h0tOgraph taken about 19¢.,
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© ihotepraps of a .raguent of a feusil sponge, about one-half 
Size, showing the canals. sS6tepragh taken about cc.
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Photosraph of an entire specimen of the fossil sponge, 
about one-sixth actucel sise. Ylete the canals. 

Fhotograph taken about 19CC. 
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Photograph of a specimen of the fossil sponge. an entire 
specimen about one-eighth actual sizp.cshowing massive character, 
but no canals.
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| 2botograpkh of parts of two specimens of fossil sponge, show- 
the @ip of the stratizied rock between then. 

f Photosrapk taken 1931 
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Aboriginal Cemp and Village sites in the Far south. : 

In "Idle Days in Patigonis", se recent (1917) book by W. HE. 
Hudson, an english ornothologist who was oaks an bird 
life along the Rio Negro, & river which flows the Atlantic 
ocean three ee milee or thereabouts south of the mouth 
ace can Platea,"tells of his experiences in that still prim- 

‘ve land, . 
His studies and findings were not entirely connected wit’: 

birds, though he tells of many and strange Ones and their 
habits, songs and or 
Except in the valley of the river the country appears to , 

be almost semi-desert. 
The two or three years preceeding Mr. Hudson's visit had 

been more a ee enchant and the sandy surface soil had been 
blown eawey from the ancient camp and village site*of the 
wre Gunton tat the heavier camp debris well exposed. 

‘ Mr. Hudson e of his findings at these places. quite at 

fe tells of "visiting a half dozen village sites in the 
course of an hours walk so numerous were they,” and says 
"where the sige had been a populous one, or inhabited for 
®& long period, ground was ss bed of chipped stones, 
end emong these fragments were found arrow-headis, flint knives 
end scrapers, mortars ue. pieces of hard polished , 
stone used as anvils, p reted shells, fragments of pottery, 

“arian Acs ote ke pesbea ‘nee tb Seue tenteee stey P up some or four 
arrow-heads. 

"The arrow-heads found in different villages were of widely 
different types, - some large and rudely fashioned, the others 
small, from an inch ama a half to two inches long.” 

The rufer and more wecient weapons were found on the hill 
sides, the finer ones wccurring in the valleys. 

Only a fow ornaments and arrow-heads were found with the 
skeletons in the cemeterys adjacent to the ore thet hed 
been exposed by the blowing away of the sand that covered 

ee et Osbourne says in "Men of the 014 stone 
Age", no barbed flints or barbed arrow heads of bone 
oceur at any time in the European Pleolithic. 

If a hunter's arrow missed its mark "he cast upon the ground 
a bit of hie garment, or plucked a bead from his wampmna, or 
threw away an arrow as an offering to appease the Spirit through 
whose Gispleasure the failure had come, or to avert in the fu- 
ture a repetition."- Rev. BE. Adams, pastor of the Congregational 
Church, thanksgiving dinner at Decorah, I867. !
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_. SPALLS, PLAKES, REJECTS AND BROKEN 
PIECES PROM PLINT RIDGE, OHIO. 

Mey Ist, 1927. 

I received today from Mr. E.R.Drumm of Pleasant Valley, ohio, 
ninety-one pieces of flint from the vicinity of his home on the 
éast end of Flint Ridge, Chio. 

et —_- have been worked, the remaining sixty-three 
5 are 8 end flakes. 

. ™“ fhe seven largest is are a grayish white, slightly mottled, 
flint heving a few em cevities lined with very small quarts 
crystals. 
"Sean there are thirteen pieces of a very translucent, waxy, 
srefine colored material and 7 the worked pieces is the bro- 

Ken-oft base of a thin pointed le ae spear head, sosety 
notched at the shoulders. About two-thirds of the poin ea 
appears to be broken off. 

Also a four in.flake and the eet bate $5.0 Seat-chnest 
piece, epparentiy broken at abou 8 @, no  Botehed, of @ translucent ead colored material, mottled with 
black 2 ehd streakings; resembling woss agete. 

of remaining pieces four varieties were represented dy 
ek cee each and thirty-three pieces were of as many dif- 
z kinds. 
. All wes nice looking stuff usuelly showing some translucency. 

Only one piece, a dull pinkish white, at all resembled cur 
local cherts. ee 

Of the worked material there were six pointed leaf-shaped pieces, 
two, and possibly four, of which would propably be classed as . 
"turtle-backs". The work on all of these was rather coarse, the 
larger the piece the coarser the work. 

Then there was a 3 X 5 inch oval, I and j inch thick, very rough- 
ly blocked out. 

There were two pieces of an opaque jet black and two of a slete- 
sen — roughly flaked out. Two of these had the ends 

en off. seven 
_ Whe broken-off bases of what were ae oe ovals, of 

; as many different varieties of very fine material, ino uding the one. 
of moss agate mentioned before, made a very fine showing. All were 
thin and symmetrical, showing fine workmanship, 

Then there were the the broken-off points of two spears of gray 
flint, about half the base end of a four inch Spear head with round 
umnotch@d bese, and two base ends of what had been intended to be 
leaf-shaped pieces. 

Two gore eee eo tem” or at sa and the other of quartz, 
a oe c Ww: very mer! and » and @ nodule show an 
interior of blue-black and red flint, connietes the somata soeae 
for two ——s. rather broad arrow heads, barbed and with broad stems, and one long-stemmed arrow head, 

: !
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; FLINT RIDGE, OHIO, 

The Chico Archseological and Fistorical ee for -- 
I92I, loaned me by Mr. BE. R. Drumm, contains an dele 70 pages by Willie: ¢. Mille ourstor of the museum of that 
soolety, of Flint Ridge, in ticking end Muskingum counties of 

et state... 
A very exsustive exploration of the pits, work-shops and 

refuse heaps was made and Mr. Mills' finds and conclusions 
are clearly set forth.. : 

It eppears that & large pert of the flint was worthless 
for the ee ng for which it was wanted, aa at the 
extreme we: io ae a of the pl - The mate 
rial from these on was by the early white settlers 
to make excellent buhr-stones for grinding and wes quite ex- tensively used by them for thet — Boas The Sr ae around the ~_ of plateau wes also un- 
suited for ing flints. It did not chip well. | 

The entire oat _eneees to have been oe en as to. 
quality, workability color. In some of pite only a 
part of the material struck a to have been workable, - 
one side of the "eee boeee t » the othdr left. In other ; pite none of was t ,end the pits abandoned. 

The centers of mining, where the desirable material was 
found are at the cross-rosds three miles north of Brownsville, at Clark's coin, ae shop, and —" Flint Ridge school in Hopewell township, ae county. 

It has been believed it the ancient miners broke up the tough rock by first heating it with fires built in the pit and then removing the fire and throwing cold water on it, the stp- position being thet this would fractare ani split up the 

Mr. milks tried this experimentally with n> results, onlp thin scales separated from the ledge. There was nothing at all approeching extensive fleking or breaking up. 
Meny hammer stones, both co emall, were found in the pits and Mr. Mille is of the on that the mining was done with these and wedges, haiped Ww levers, and taking advantage of natural cracks and fissures, 
Mr. Mills believes that the miners at the pits blocked or roughed out pieces suitable for ec and that these "Block- ed Out" pieces or "Blanks" were taken workshops, et near by, and there fashioned into "Rounded Base Blades” "Square Base"Blaies" usually from two to six or eight inches ‘ lomg, to be traded far and wide and afterwards worked inte Spear and arrow-heads and other implements. 
The work of blocking out and of chipping into blades, mr. Mills believes was done mostly by the small hammer stones found so eee ee the a heaps of the work shops. ¥ 5 ae @ process o the blades many ec- : ziteia Porat kre Becessariiy sovetapes thee for the most 7 % defects in the flint itself or to the non-flakable quality } found in coniu»ztion with good flakable material, 
Specimens are often found showing that one side has been 

reduced readily end been given the oe convex surface while 
the other side worked badly are a igh hump, attempts to 
remove which usually ended in breaking the piece. '
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< 
Many rejects and oroken pieces were found in the refuse 

: eee unene "ae Ste ee In one place fifteen 
. tr oo were picked up on surface én en srea of 

OCS. s 
5 rae Se ent ofthe anmerton eal workshops, os 

Mr. Mills sees i , tere the roughed out blanks and the blades, 
and in addition, cores of the icest material from which 

ee thin, sharp edged flakes could be struck to be used as 
ves. 
These cores, last mentioned, are found in limited numbers 

around — Longe ‘wat of the cross roads, and only 
rarely a’ er loc '° 

ps a a gourd Located ene end one-half niles west of the Fg 
; roads, e -five fee iame and eighteen fee . eee by © wall of flint blocks, os Sane the walls of 
i ®& house eighteen feet square also constructed of flint blocks, 
| with evidences of _— that had supported a roof, 

On the floor of this house was one complete undis*urbed 
skeleton with an X shaped piece of flat copper under the skull, 

i two ear ornaments of copper eonsisting of two similar concavo- 
‘ convex plates connected by a central cylindrical column, a 

necklace of beads mate from the columellas of sea shells, a 
i sorter covered bit of wood,and a bit of woven fabric preserved 

by salts of ig ret 
The people who built this mound are believed to have been 

of the "Hopewell Culture”. 
Mr Mills in his Resume says: ; 
"The flint was quarried by the use of stone manls end hem- 

mere (noue of which were hafted) together with wolges made of 
wood or horn (although no wedges of my | kind were found) and ‘ pries made of wood." (None of these last were found) 

"Ho evidence showing the use of fire in querrying was found 
; in the thirty-three quarry-sites examined and I firwly believe ‘ fire was not used as an — in quarrying the flint, directly 

or indirect),, as some evidence would have been found in this ' great number of yuarry-sites." 
i "The flint was removed from the quarry sometimes only a { short distance away, where it was blocked out and then taken to 

the workshops, usually in close proximity, where the blocked- } out ae were made into blades or cores, the two principal } comodities manufacture’ at the quarries.” 

; 

j 
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Wes Men in America During the Ice age? j 

Seience Hews Letter, apr 2, 1927 Piety 

Primitive man lived in america at s pi te gga time than i 
ee ee Got ne tae ee + This is the cons: 

that heg been drewn from "new and striking" evidence gath- 
; erea by J.D.Piggine and Herold J.Cook, scientists of the Colorado 
Museum of Natural History at Denver, who have investigated three 

| Western Discoveries of arrowheads and other artiface showing human } handinent : 

“ Instead of dating beck some 8000 to 25000 years, the time when 
most wae ta sey the Indian come to america from Asia, these 

| humen ae — their punter on with — oe ag 
Eee known antiquity, are essigne - 

al peréod that Scientists know as vaagseseen That was a 
time of the Great Ice age; when northeastern North america was 2 yg 
odically covered with an iunense Glacier and when prehistoric ele- | 
phante and mestodons roemed the land. It was from 25000 to a million ! 
years ago. , 

ig three localities have evidences of human antiquity on the | 
American continent been obtained. Prederick, Tillman County, Okla.; || 
Colorado, Mitchell county, a and Folsom, Union County, New 
Mexico. Investigation at the site of the Oklahoma discovery have | 
just been SO et eteee nike ca tiee wave yet been announc-~ | 
ed, even to scientific world. publicetion of the full scien- 
tific detaile will be made by the american Museum of Natural His- | 

} tory, New York City, about july Iet in ite magazine, Natural History. || 

Prom all three sites arrowheads have been unearthed in close | 
: association with extinot animals, Along Lone wolf Creek, near the 

town of Coloredo, Texas, flood waters ged the bones of an ex- 
inet species of'bison, “ant while large biocke of earth in which | 
they embedded were ets ee for ee to the 
Musew, three arrowheads, totally unlike those ee 
lections, were found beneath ea nearly complete skeleton. The i arrowheede were of greyish flint, thin ana not notched, 

4t Folsom, New Maxico, fossil bones were discovered at the ex- | 
trordinary altitude of 7000 feet, und among the fossil bones were 

_ found two errow-hesds similar to those found in Colorado. . The bones | 
were ideni.. “sd as those of three hitherto unknown and extfinct 

f cies of bison ond an ancient deer -like ‘animal. Discovery of this ! 
deposit was made —— the interest and observation of Pred How- 
Srth 6nd Carl schwacheim. 4n exact geological eee se of the 
- of the deposit hes not been made but it is believed to late 

‘ vyleistocene. 

The locality richest in evidence of ancient men in smerica is 
near Prederick, Oklahoma, P.G.Priestly read an article by Mr. Cook, 
calling attention to the possibility of ancient men having existed 
in americe, He reelised thet arrowheads and stone grinding imple- 
ments thet were being uncovered from time to time by steam shovels 
in | send and gravel pit might be of some interest. with the co- 
— of 4.H.Hollman, owner of the gravel pit, he reported the 
discovery to Mr. Cook, who with Mr. Figgins, promptly investigated. ; 
There they found three distinot layers of deposits, and in s very 
short time, two errowheads aad some seven metates, primitive grind- 
ing inetruments, were excavated from the pit. Tho®® working in
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a i % in the pit remembered other worked stones that hed, before real- ; | isation of their significanse, been thrown way. with the ertifacs, [| as in the other cases remains of extinct animals were found, end He Saetton eere eee ret ot Mich the grinding stoties nearest the ity ’ surface were discovered, there were £ remains of the mammoth. i including numerous teeth. Thie is considered stréng evidence of i the gre antiquity of the arrowheads and the metates. A repre- hi Sentative of the Colorado Museum of Natural History is now located j t ; wf Teepetion or tne eouteet amd preserve any other such fits, 4 i Inspection of the arrowheads discovered shows them to be prim- ah . itive and yet the man who made them must have progressed consider- ii ebly in culture a ae re ee Mr. Cook has made a He careful a of the geology of the places where discoveries i il were made SR aa ee pe iti ous aseccistion" of the artifeos with Pleistocene deposits animal [) Fomeine cevrprising as such @ culture at thet time may seem". it gg ed bones of prehistoric animals found in association i with artifecs have been sent by the Colorado Museum of Natural f History to Dr. 0,P.Hay of the U.S, National Museum in washington for identification and determination of their ege. Dr. Hay described the bones as pene ee although not yet ready to make a for, mal report, he revealed that they contain several new species. a of the discovery of early man on the a@merican continent y have mede on numerous occasions in past years, and scientists are not agreed as to the Set, the cleimas that have been made, Charoosl evidence of « prehistor fire was unearthed beneath a mastod Se fonts, &n arrowheed was reported discovered in close as- | ‘ sociation with an extinct bison in Kansas leper pag | remsing from Ploride have been put forwerd as being of equal ati. i quity to prehistoric nent’: 4 tooth ascribed to a hitherto © i ‘ unknown sncient man wes discov: by Harold J. Cook in Nebraske | several years ago. In I9T4 human remains were discovered at vero, Plorida, and in 1925 pr. gene unearthed in Pleistocene strata ' what ic knowi.es the Melbourne 1. et both Melbourme and Vero the human remains were found in association with the bones of ex- / 
*tinot animals, 9905S 5444 09 oe eee | 

: The firet images of gods carved out by primitive man everywhere f Seem to have been Tontuine Geities, says Dr.k.B.Renaud of the Uni- I versity of Denver, 
' Pour little ee fouma in Arisona show that prehistoric i american Indians o feminine fetishes just as stone ege cave men of Burope did, when the: an to copy the human form, } Two very hao pg t were found in the Canyon del Muerto } ' 7s Berl Morris while conducting research work for the American wuseun | of Natural History, said Dr. Renaud, These rare prehistoric fetish- _ es are in the Museum of the University of Colorade. i The other two statuettes, more decorated, were also found in ar- | izona by Dr. Bryan Cummings of the University of Arizona, and sre now | being exhibited in the museum of that university. ; 
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CORN RAISED BY INDIANS 4 

Lieut. Zebulon Pike says of they Sace: "They reised a great ‘| 

Tits diatebiery frevels, I6ti, Page 126) i 
Of the Iowas he says: "They cultivated some corn." i 

"he Kantonge are the only band of Sioux that use cances, -- ii] 
or cultivate any kind of vegetables, and then but a very small a 

: _ quantity of corn and beans. iH 

"The Reynards-Foxes" raised a great quantity of corn, beans i 
and melons, the former of these artioles in oak abundance as i 
to sell many hundred bushels per snnun."” : 

Prom The Stone Age in North America. - Morehead. ; 

Heoklaces of Long Bones. 

Pon Ss - pone te » Mandans, Sioux and other Indians, : 
in aays of and necklaces of long bones of three : 
to four and sometines five im length were common. ‘These i 
were highly prised." : 

_ Momma Ho. 2 of the 2 Group contained, according to More- _— 
head, '~ S00 page 210, iden., ~ and-taxen out by nim whes he ex: cavated it, in 1891 - 2, disks of flint about six inches in ai- anoter, nov in the Field Museun of etural History, 7638 pieces 

Given others } gt Pag lg Eg gt tty pe - 
Davis in 1645, about ~ 600 ~(,, | 

—~» . 
Total taken from this momd lez ,, : 

Mr. Morehead believes that this cache was a f 
materiel taken froma quarry 18 miles south of Hopkineville.” . _Ky-, 700 or more miles away, having been conveyed there by 

aetna ee: abd six inches in dian- 
eter and 1/2 inch 4 an thiok, weighing 1/ Se oe
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Hetive smericen Food Plante or other Plant Products, ; 
Contributed by the smerican Indian, of Benefit to the i 

y Human Race, 7 
eeSeee 

"The Aborigines of america did not find the Continent : 
- = chaghe Gocuenie plant ef Buvepe, 08a op Aeviea,° A 

"The ancestors of the Indian were not acquainted with any 7 
' cereal, legume or fruit of the 014 World,” 4 

But their gift of foods end other vegetable products frou 
native American plents was large. 

; ee Ses ee es ee 8 ee eee 
4umal Report The Bureen of Ethnology: 

Common Name Scientific Tame Hative of Pert Used 

t Indien Corn Zea S. end Cent. am. seed 
§ Bean juanesine vulgeris 8. sm. Seed 

Lime Been P. lunatus S. or Cent. am. Seed 
* ee oe “zeenee ar Tuber 

pepper —— ens Pods 

Manioo nile’ utili iecine vk Root 
Squesh Cucurd pepo Prai 
Pumpkin  O. maxima < Pruit 

, Gourd C. lagenaria os Pruit 
Jerusalem arti- 5 ; 
choke Helianthus annuus Tuber 
Meple seer socharum 5. ma. Sugar from ; 

8. , 

. fepioce 8. or Cent. sm. -— : 

Plants Valuable for their Fibre. : 
j 

po Gossypium peruvienum Peru Pibre 
See Islend : ; 
Cotton G. darbdaedense Pibre ] 
Upland cotton @. hirsuten : 

G. hopie 
@. brasilense Pibre | 

Intoxicents, Narcotics end stimlents. : 

Datura ate arborea 

5 Paget. costes —ephophormn williesii Cent, m.
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ii Intoxicante, Harcotics ana stimulente, continued Hi 

Common Heme Scientific Heme Where from Part used i 
; LN { . - 

. {peven) : Bicotina tabeou 8. Leaf 

Virginie Leaf 
] - Tobacco B. attenucta W. of Miss. , 

Paraguay tes a os Yerba mata © lex pareguariensis Paraguay Leaf : 
Caseo Brythroxylon coca Prait 

Balsens ; 

; Geopevia bale Gepova Lempothdtis 
; Liquidember Liquidember styrociflua 

Medecines 

a Cinehona 

Quinine 8. sm. Bark 

San tve) ° 8: ane Root t 4 
" 

; 

4 byes 
" Logwood Heematoxylon ; ‘i entiuien ant 3S. me heart wood : 

Brasil wood Cc ine echinati 8. m : Cochineal Insect infesting certain species of cactus used ; 
for dying red. , 

India rubber —  . Brasil sap | Indias rubber Heves brasilensis Brasil gep 

| 

| 
ae i antenna iceecasanmsitsh
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OBSIDIAN ARTIFACT? WITH MAMMOTH BONES IN NEVADA. | 
Soience ews Letter, Nov. 1933. 

"Bighly Suggestive if not absolutely conclusive evidence” 

a lartae ‘ith ausiens eas hietae wila horses a 
_ huge mamoths and otter animale thet Have’ long since departes’ 

from the American scene. The Seater es by_Dr- 
George Gaylord Simpson of the American of Gatural Hist- 
ory: : 

P The object pointing to the existence of man in such early 
tude an leone. 40 & anedh fe rt ele ee known as 
obsidian. It dears marks of chipping, euch es « prinitive nan : 

would make on material chosen for a b + MHowhere in the reg- ; 
| - dom has obsidian been found, except for this piece. 7 his fact 4 
| Strengthens the view that human hands transported the bit of 
| volcanio glass to the place where it was ¢ropped and where it was ! 
} buried in what ie now an “encient etratum." 

The obsidien flake was found when a field party, led a. 

fertant object Sun" aat'Sety shen us seeking plese rien © buen ol was ; Pp Ww a 
of the t matrix still left around it, and the entire 
block was transported to the museum, where the obsiddéan flake 
= removed and examined in the presence of several scientific 
observers. 

5 Gharcoal was found in three well defined areas by the expedi-' 
: tion and is considered further evidence of human presence. The 

charcoal is thought to be remains of camp fires. 
; The animal bones immediately associated with the charcoal and 

Ss flake were remains of camel, bison, horses and deer. 
; @ were American animals of the Pleistocene or earliest Post- 

Pleistocene geologic time. . 
4nd the discovery adds important evidence to the accumlati: 

E data pointing to early habitation of the New World by man, ta Be 
: Simpson's view. 

| 

’
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Some frish History Notes. 

The Siege of Londonderry was in 1689. i" 
H.¥.Morton in "In Search of Irelani", has this to say of ; 
"in the center of the field a piece of higher than i 

the rest has never been leveled. ; oaees oe ee 
Sumit. The farmer who oms this useless and heart-breaking 
lend has cultivated all around the tiny hill, leaving it to 
Sprout weeds and thorns. 

“The reason why he has done this is simple and well knom. ' 
The high ground is a fort or rath. ‘The people say that such i 
Seer eek tran ne Le trent. Some cay thet this werd in © : 

: fuathe Ge Danann - the tribes of the Gcddees Dene. 
"they are said to have conquered Ireland by virtue of great t 

fereed ts fly ani tebe rettan the fairy mounds. 

; 

; 
t 
j 
} 

| | a 
j 
i 

; 
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KOUN INDIAB MOUNDS OM MISSISSIPPI RIVER TER:ACES AND BLUFPS 
IM ALLAMAKZE COUNTY. 

. otty fartiy|Preces-| whoily Partly] Pre- 
‘oblit-|oblit- ved aiiat teviaet iene cn] aiiee lepine | esr. 
erated erated|cept | crated erated sept’ Lt erated | ved ' ‘for pi j for pi i i 

Hew Albin, 10 p= = 
s we 4 

Mt. Hosmer 3 

=. ing 4 . - 23 5 3 
0) ‘ I 5 
in's School 5 

Ferry 
: $1 I 2 I 2 6 

3 5 
4 I 
5 15 ‘ 

: 6 13 
2 ae 
8 I 
9 4 
Io 2 
Il . 7 

FY ~ }~+ 860 3 
u Jo. 5 ‘ - 4 3 

Junction 5 9 i 2 
anging | i 2I 3 
on Tew Bie } 2 

Bluffs —- a 4 5 4 3 
“Terrac cn oF s 1s 3 | seperaan ty}? e Yellow River . 

po x} 
Neel Nast R ethic ica 

931 26 Is 31 3 ae 10. o 16 
Alexander Gron's ‘ 1 
Burke Fare 2 : 
Liebhart <Yetlow iv. 2



KNOWN INDIAN MOUNDS ON ONBOTA RIVER TERRACES AND BLUF?TS ; 

i ALLAMAKEE COUNTY. 

T Round | ong -‘Bftigy = 

Pres PB Preser-ihol Partly| Pre Bsedastedie oceaee exci tee sehatty ayia iaee 
erated ted | cept rated era cept rated | crated| ved 

; \for pits i for pits 
Bec Perris’ Mill ae | | 

Simonson's 
Farm House 2 | | j i 

Simonsons Pord | I 

Lyons Pletean 4 i T | | 
New Galens 

sedtierte elles 6 i= 
Lane Parn , 88 | 
Collins' Pond _. ' 2 

School 2 | 
Sand Cove i } i 3 Hartley School — 2 6) Z| 

—w ‘ "3S 30 I 3 eT 

ENOWN “ENCLOSED AREAS" ON THE ONEOTA RIVER TRRRACES AND BLUFFS. 

Wholly Partly Well 
OQbliterated Obliterated Preserved 

Simonson's Ford : I 11 

igeee platens ges 
Bulman's I 
Kumph's I 
Ratoliffe's I 
Tene Yarn I (circular) I (rectangular) 
a 

5 3
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SUMUARY OF KNOWN INDIAN MOUNDS 
ON MISSISSIPPI AND ONEOTA RIVER TERRACES AND BLUFFS j 

In ALLAMAKEE COUNTY. : 7 

Mounds Wholly obliterated mut 
On Mississippi River 

Round i 1 

| St, om 
On Oneota River 

Round % 

Btttcy _-. « 

Mounds Partly Obliterated ) 
On eee River ; 

R 26 

Betiey —_ * 
On Oneota River 

Brticy . en «i 

Mounds well Preserved except for Pits : 
On So River 

f R “s 

L Ertiey a 
On Oneota River 

Round 20 

Ettigy 4 37 

Enclosed Areas 3 

—
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GRAND TOTAL KUOWN IMDIAN MOUNDS Ui ALLAMAKEE COUNTY 4S PER 
-PRECBEDING SUMMARIES. é 

Wholly Obliteratea 74 
Partly Obliteratea “S Preserved 231 

1368 

Of this entire grand total hav thenti : ° *¢ mere. © val =e e authentic records by com- 

urveys e made by us, and a more or less complete description written, of 318 of these, 83 of which 
have been either ae, or partly obliterated since these sur- 
veys were — in O- 

a 1050 of total number of mounds were ae eeereest. 
either prior to the at of the surveys or during prog- 
ress of the work and before its completion. 

For a period of over twenty-five off an@ on as we. 
had the time we worked on ps sent Genrepe in Allamakee and 
Clayton counties mtil we are able now to say that we have Seer se’ strated and desoribed all the existing Indian earth- | works in — of which we have any certain knowl- 
edge, and have pretty well completed Clayton county. 

To the above grand total of know mounds in the county we 
may with considerable certainty add; 

3 round, 3 long and 9 a. mounds surveyed and 
latted by 7.H-Lewisin 1685-1892, and which we 

have deen unable to locate exactly because of 
their destruction ty cultivation a i( 

‘ Large mounds on still unexplored bluff tops of \ 
the Mississippi river 5 
Small obscure or unnoted mounds on the bluff 
vitincs the Miss., Yellow River, Paint Creek, 
Vi Greek and the Oneota, scattering. To 
Small obscure mounds on the talus slopes at 
the foot of Miss. river bluffs Io 
Bringing the grand total up to 1408. 

4n examination of the nets lists and summaries shows 
that of the total of II37 wholly and partly obliterated mounds, 
1089 were located on the Harper's Ferry and Yellow River ter- 
Traces on the Mississippi and on the Reinbold and Lane Parm 
terraces on the Oneota, om land which because of its adapta- 
bility to cultivation, was early brought under the plow. 

Waukon, Feb. 234, 1932.
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SUMURY of me EPFIGY MOUNDS 
CLAYTON and ALLAMAKRE COUNTIES. | 

(Some of these Mounds have been Destroyed by Cultivation.) 

Teilless ‘short Lisards Birds 
jails Tailea fatfea 

Bears) Animals ninals 

Oneota River lors) ’ | 

a Cove Group 3 

Mississippi R 
torr) 

Se June. Group I I 
Ye River Group 5 I (wild cat} 

Mississippi Rive. 
comet” 

| Biterferee’ 
tman's I 

—" + * 
GEE STIRS eee PPE ORE SOE I eT RE EEE 

Total Allamakee 24 3 3 : 

CLAYTON county 
Mississ River 

a. 
Hotreger Oreeme 8 ea ; 

rinble Peak broup i 

Harvey's Teland . ms . 

Mississippi River 
(Lewis) 

Pleasant Ridge y 
Group 0 “s 

: Turkey River ’ : 
Groups = 2 I 9 3 I 

. Se nseeteeeeessnetneneesee 

Total Clayton 2% I 9 3 7



Lee 

Tailless. Short ing Lisearés Birds 
Animals failed ‘Tailed 
(Bears) Animale Animals 

otel Allamakee 2% ‘. 3 
Total Clayton 2% I 9 3 , 

ii iinet i 

Totals 48 4 9 S. 10 

| 
Grand Total of all Types of Effigy Mounds 74 

This also is propab the grand total of ell the effigy 
mounds in Iowa, as — are know ee eee = i 
below the Turkey River groups; none on ribu excep i 
those on the Oneota; none on the Missouri or its tributaries. 

re ‘aca Sen’ Pane aes Ge one tee | 
"eos the southern part of which state they are very | 

A atudy of the distribution of the different types shows that 
the tailless or bear ‘ype is distributed quite a the 
different Pree fron state line south to Guttenberg. 

South of that town or in the "Syren River groups = 
of the total of fifteen are of the teilless or short tailed 
types, the remaining twelve being the long tailed or lizard ; : 
tn the Yellow River groups al the bluff tops north of the 

mouth of that stream was one angus form propably representing 
a wild oat or lynx, now destroyed by cultivation. 

In one of the MoGregor groups (on the second bluff spur 
south of Point Ann) were two unquestionable effigies of the 
buffalo,with propahly a third nearly destroyed by cultivation. 

The a oon of effigy mounds in Iowa, and perhaps 
in the U.S., group o ten animal and taree bird mounds, the 
Picssens Ridge Group or Group No. 5 of the Marquette-Yellow 

The mounds of this group are large and well preserved, none ‘ - ko a ee been dloturved, “and a outloek from the 
utli + Peter sandstone on lie is among the 

einen "bie Go tol ea : s up is on susce © of cultivati a 
be set aside as a National enemies. ae 

Mar. I0th, 1952.
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Beene Verne BREE OC SSG Eee OME ues OSRGES SAME age ane: 

oe aR ig an eves tes in ee aL SNC oS ea Pe eee EA RENE AG Ee ae eo ete ee pues cee mets Whe POS AUS CE Leos Serpe mie SRR RE ee Tene nyc OE eerie mn Vee ce aC Me sh! RRS SIERO ESTE BSS a ae ant ee ic ee t= nO ee Fees ee eee i meee ea ree PRT ISTE eal ee ae Joe Ce eee eee ee ca are es ea eat COU Se eT Mae e ey Cakes Morne ane ‘ Ge ee EES ee 
Se TEM ey TERN Yee ret Ritetas sere pA ae is Bie ae geese ASME SOC aay ee OE Ee eee aN ene! eee HS eee ae MIRAI E arn nA Seeees Seep eenennt es Rages aera ares Sa ns Been a eae oe Gl ae mune el aera vB Re NE ee Lice ewes eam Te GN CeL I TESS aaa 
ee eee ee ee SESS ae Se ee as ee ae c Pn RRNA sense ep an eae ym aNiats: Stora, bere a aU eee, | SNe Le Oe ae aaa 

i Papen Aare RAISES Ome tpn) Ee a Pe SR dk Cae ao CaS mee: Ee leat a aad, en ee ee ee aren 4 ig anneriee NR TaN aoe eae ON Cur Ronee Net ga 

PREG ROU eo ree BRR eo poe SSS ee rah acai rag enn  e eee Rainey cee oe ee a 
Cae eset se ER ine ren ate aes Se , 
Reet, POR OAC te ae amor rey seni Umea oe ME pe aes I easine ereen aa 

Seis Saeed Sea MeO pees Bebe Nrikenin tear SERN Si) Sere SEES Cot AS PEIN Ge RPE an rr Re Pet Sane cae ae ie 
Peet ee See ee ag ee 8 poe Eis POO OAR hen Ce ee — : St cee ea gi rea hen ONO ae eon em pena Cc mae ROG es eee Nees See ee 

Ee — Oe an i ene PRR  ectast aor ee Rie Bie year rc Rae UA Ar elt a sys en TPG Wes ate ea a ae eee sats ak reenter Sess nego meee Sea 

Sriae ren sc olan cs eta ae ene Ae ein ei care pee eRe Ee MAURY aaa nce aa oe 
BO eae OA Oriencs pa Ne Ve eS Go peaip hte cneiea ated ee SUS Nee ee ee on Ngee cae ae We ees: GEE oe Olan Sen ER aly Be RM NS eae See aon eee BOL ye araee a Pea GIN Pee ee eG pee ety a eke ae eee rc eee Sree s hog cere nee SS: 

SUSU NRL AI Sela a ECS ent See ESS i aR Thee cee Sos ONS rater tastes ethan eae on ee eae 
smelt AACS ea ESN SOG Wee MLE alee coos Oa eather cece Seen eee ee 
Re ee OR Se CG rte aa Recep at eee AM Leena GROEN SUA ameh eee nel Cenc lees rt cae 
Bee rete ie Numa geese Sic peel Geant eras Perea eae ete Nei teense CG Sea 
Oe NGS Se OUR oh See Ee a ee ee eer See 
PRES ORRIN, ALR Sater Rae Cie lap tinea ne RE apn et, Ri SZtL See RIES DOR ee hae ay a Ba irae te een tonne Ra «| BGA MUNI rE UT ES ESL eet ras ARS seat aa ee A Ri BUR Cea i AL Apa Ch Ame eRe Soa 

BRAS cae onto mn nonin ete PR OLGE SHS eaten s ce Neue on oe DSi eee igen tiees eae uaa, ae Ss ae 
reenter oa h meet toe ORI nae Sa eA re taty ea Tag wie » es Sila TiS epee toa tila Resa gems ta es hina euch 
ee ee ae ns Gr eae aes Bai Mera i eae aN Te 6 al 
Boy fesiiepa ee Eyre [Seen sien erect i Rx Games eee BAAS Bee estan ticey=; sik eee ER ere aa BOO ee a Bee esang Beene Ne siete te aioe s Ri er SRE Oe DSS ie aaa Hi ReSeNN aS: Shard he ae 
Peed eae SG nen re mea te Lethe ite raga eke gE Ss aA PAE eee like LDPE RA ETI Nae ete ore hake 
Bee ec eS P Nae ee er Oe: go Saget ache : ue cuae peter ne NSE ee oe ghee ae eR Ne Oe = 5 Soe Sone cena 0 aaa ine ens eee Ci 
Rist anes Se i Aree EAU Game (ARs ir een aent bo me Sueno a ogee ae 
Bs Oe eee Sua gue ek a meen Sra cor aa tine eat oe NS IE Bee On teal & : = SAGA e Att cate Oram 

es epee Neeenornpn nae oie es eat ah eine ari aa Ba a oer tit oa Nes Gis poe UU Seal a 
Peer SCs Gk A OF | “4 | VRE VUE 2 Staines aman ase IR a fe 
Pee cs 0 ROR OF Tes Ee Ree ss ce Raiders by Reaies tense wok Seat Seed eanae ear ny sea CBS RMN oray aN ep Ree) wd Vt eae, AC eh aaa 
Pee ec ae hoe Bo cei Ty eee tea PRT AA SR PRR ESS Baten Sn Sen rte retina thes EOE Sore ohca Oia 

Pretuemes oieanae t ik ree eee TERS Nae eae ae SGN @ Nacht ae a ee al Beau Sis genie aae ee yee spas tes 2 Samet Ban Ness ins eh RT iS cane Gaye pene oe cK Garrat a Meta ag eta ot ae Bs 

pose ee Bears AR ate at Ree cats eae e een ere fee) Sea ce SEE Ca UL steers ae ea 
RRO ena as Mean NIT F amr as By as RO ee Cae seagate aaa Sates Pex a0 eee aime 
PER cn ee ge ae RG OE TIN eee ates Ore pee ates Sey apie Na OH ery areas raien SHORT taNaN ec 
Been ee aed Sie A GS ON ORE ER ae pe en we er SUG ces ile Oe mes So a the 

Se Frida neue etraf SEE Oa ee een Rr Seabee ice ok ep aR ees " aaie edit etapa nN ape Cannio. ee TE aa 
ee? RIN eM MIE Dire arta ee SS eee Neat ae aad eRe RT eae TR oleae GaN er sei CU ar ies oe CV Ran) Sek ea 

ROMA ie Mca eos ee AR 1 eae Coc ape yeep ah oem tae Bora ASS Mane ews nt estat ogi erec etc aaa pee Ron er Gs os SSO ese oe ag Nae a ee es Syetesi Sicing ON geteN e  E N g eLSE rearON e Suey eee Skat 
Pe rs a Reese re SC Nan aeeee ER osc Seah ey SOR wae cen ans uerege ee ee ie ee Voce ee ree os eke nn Sea Sree Nese ata se cence eS a aN ace: Sa eae 

Beene Macungie) SecGen ck Ait cea so eae RCS es ec SUSAN OU ig tare tea are ree ane uy Cai en Scam 
Be oa frantae neo at rece we sauna as eee ise NEG Ot a a PN coo PSST SIS ei ae ee or tr eta sa. see re dea ee ee ee ee ee Bena is e iak AR Oa te ee pepo eae OS rete ESP Oa ae REO aca 
Peis es EON er een ree einen gs Pon eee eee Ane ean Se 
sane eee mee aera eee tucnid ace eran een Dele wer Sorgen Retest cine et aie ane BN een ane rece erreraiarte. 

ee ee ee 7 | 
Pee ee CTS Tye pie i eae aia eee ee OATS ce each aa 
pave oun nie ence rac at Cea eer eee ese tt ed Fig t acta ig RATER Sata See eg ee Ree aR oa 

Gicveatinye noe ee vas on oir BA as Speak eo ea eT eRe TRS eS ROR Rath Sea eee Saher aN Sana 

Raereaeie wiNrAo ee oe Seek Ute y Sma hei kee oe os Coca va OO aes ae mrs ae 
Ura eeneeRe BIE Oe Sas sch Ns ua Rok PU ar ele Siena neice a Coan cee Le ater aes ccs ee IN Dita ire cs Reta Perna eres CD Caer oa, ie Pe ee Sager eae he nine see Pare aatice Rtties 2 eet ae one nOR Ee Seats eR het sree ate NEAR RN SD Pe Ae Bs el 

Pir apace aes Be PE PRE ENpe BESANT 37 He ai aitet a Dee cena attr: Ra ae Oe see Ne PRE Eee Sais ee ae 
SSS SG Se hee ito Nie ed re sare pee yes Se q 
hn os Fr Rass pau eg aoc Re een ay SA GOERS PRE a ne ee SSsecs aoa 
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Characteristic Features : 

3 of the ? 
Mill Creek Culture. 

- In OBrien, Clay, Buena Vista and Cherokee counties 
¥ Iowa. 

L —— Sites; 
e "High Spots” on low terraces in the valleys of Waterman s 

’ and Mill oreeks and of the Little Sioux river. These sites ) 
: are approximately circular with a diameter of 200 to 300 ft, 

: The earth and rubbish of which they are composed forming a ; 
low, flat mound, sometimes reaching a present hg om of 4 ft. ; 
a average is much lower. Alluvial soil been de- ; 

' ‘ posi by the creeks and the river,since they were built, to ; 
9 a depth of I to 2 ft. covering the base of the mound to that ; 
n depth, The total depth of the village debris above the ancient i 

: terrace on which i built, then averages about 4 ft. i 
L Bo traces of post holes indicating a palisade or houses with ' 
b large pole or timber frames were found in the limited trench 

excavations made, except in the Bultman site in which were 2 
carbonized logs 6 inches in diameter. “i 

: * Houses; oe 
The kind, material, size or shape not known except as noted 

sal above. It is not unlikely that more systematic excavation 
; may produce evidence of post and pole framed houses. 

1 Our survey located eight of these village sites; ; 
3 No. I - Matt Brewster site Seo. 4, T. 92, R- 40 

bE No. 2 - Braunschweig site Sec. 23, fT. 94, Re 39 
: No. & — site Sec. 34,7. 94, R. 39 

> Ho. 4 - Akers site Sec. 10, T. 95, R. 39 
No. 6 - Bultman site Seo. II, T. 63, R. 38 

i No. 6 ~— site Sec. I5, T. 92, R. 40 
F ; No. 9 - ta site Seo. 24, T. 89, R. 42 

M4 No. I0 - Witroock site Seo. II, T. 94, Re 39 
The Witrock site which was om land that had never been 

a Plowed, was rectangular and surrounded by a two foot high 
embankment outside of which was a shallow ditch. 

; Another bs Fs of village site was the 
i Crosby site = ——s high terrace on Secs 22 and 27, T. 
a 7 » Re 

Weteduan site on terrace 60 to 70 ft. above the Little 
48 Sioux, on Sec. 26, T. 94 2 eu Z 

} Hill site on a 60 to 70 ft. high teri f glacial ont- 
#1e wash, with an area of te z 1/4 mile, on Sec. 

: 24, T. 94, R. 39 

8 ‘ ' 
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4 Study of the Mill Creek Culture 
as shown by Mound Group Surreys 

’  gnd@ Mound and Village or Camp Site ' Excavations madé under 7s 
1047 of the Iowa Planning ‘ 5 1934 gnd 1935. 

Dr. Charles R. Keyes, Supervisor i Ellison Orr Asst. Supervisor 
Pred Orr Field Worker 
Harrison Toney Field Worker 

| 
; 4s studied and defined by Dr. Keyes, the Mill Creek oult- ure, 80 named because first studied by him along Mill Creek in Cherokee County, Ie., is found in a long narrow area extending across Cherokee “eet north into SE O'Brien, sw Clay and mW Buena Viste, and South into BE Woodbury and WW Ide Counties, - altogether a strip, so far as known, having a length of about i forty and width of five miles. 

In addition to this main territory of occupation, - there is the anomalous Broken Kettle Mound in the Cherokee area forty | miles west from the south end, as the crow flies, on the Brok- en Kettle Creek, one mile from its Junction with the Big Sioux river, without a single know site between, although the Floyd ' river valley, would seem to be desirable territory for their occupancy. 
: The evidences of occupency of the Cherokee area are whol- ly in the valley of the Little Sioux ana Waterman and Mill Creeks, fa” * of the mounds on the biurf tops immediate- 

°. . .: ' } This Cherokee &rea is near the western edge of that part | of Iowa once occupied by the Wisconsin and Towa glaciers, and in i laces large deposits of ey outwash are found epparently laid down thie aatines Streams of the present drainage system had erod- 2e ° 

Rommants of such gravel trains are the de ite on of the bluff back of the witrock residence on the i. Sec. 11°? 9° 94, Re 39 1; the isolated large round hill half a mile north rising eat of bottom land of Waterman Creek and believed locally seait "Indian Mound"; and the county gravel pit one-half mile 
} The gravel terrace 65-70 tt. high on the Hill farm on the He aide of the Littie Sioux about one mile up that stream from j the mouth of Waterman ¢ On SW. Sec. 24, T. 94, R. 39, is evi- ; dently these ancient graves worked over and deposited there by the river. The gravel Geposit just north of the city of Cherokee 

and the one — by Hn Pag Place on Seo. 32, 7. 91, R. 40,also are probab ver deposits. 
i The asi valley of the Little Sioux, one to one-half mile wide, consists of its flood plain back of which are one to three not eS tke bene Slluvial terraces having an ageregate height abore flood plain of around 20 ft. ; i
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The Dlaffs to the south end east, 250 to S00 feet high, are now well wooded with oak and Aickory. and slong. the river, with elm ash and box elder, and probably Pa” have been. This deep sheltered valley with its abundant fuel, never- failing river full of fish and the country all abont teeming with with game may account for its Possession by a people well advanced, as their pottery shows, in savage culture. In the river valley sherds of the Mill Creek peo oe found oat associated with quantities of buffalo, elk and other animals, bird and fish bones in what are designated as camp or village sites. With the pottery are commonly found what are re- j ded as typical thin ee gtaaee notched arrow heads, many — SS instruments of bone of 4 fferent kinds, and small irregularly shaped hand boulders showing more or less polish. Less common are 1 ~shaped polished diorite quartzite and uertz stones about 2-1/2 inches in diameter and 34 inch thick. The men dubbed these "door imobs" but the perimeter is sharper than that of a door knob. 
‘ Mr. Witrook, owner of the farm on which is the Witrock Vill- age site, has one of these objects made of quartz highly polished - & beautiful specimen. Celts, not aifferging from those of other cultures, are occasionally found. 

The total absence of knives, spear-heads, axes or pipes, is Noticeable. So far as known no copper has been found. : In view of the nearness of the Pipestoue quarries in sW¥. Minn- esota, the absence of pipes of this material appears strange. 4 considerable nanber of pe, Cb ne tablets, on which are in- soribed ree tn have been collected in the vicinity of Chero- kee, - surf. finds, - but these _ be Siouan, as similar tablets have been found on village sites believed to be Siouan, on the Blood Run terrace in iW. ge County. The larger number of these peeoesene tablets are in the collection of Mr. N.L Stiles of rokee. 
In his collection are other Unusual pieces but almost wholly field finds. Many others living on or near the Cherokee area have Small collections gathered in part from the terrace surfaces and Wy snewntias in the village sites, and in part from the fields of general upland piain. 
Of these collections, however, it certainly cannot be said that all the mterial is of Mill Creek culture. There is little Goubt but what evidences of Siouen culture can be fonnd on all sid- 8, and even in the Cherokee area. 
To the south at 4nthon, and 12 miles NE. of the last Mill Creek culture site up the Little Sioux valley, Sioux pottery eherds, mullers and copper beads have been found in the Valley and on the bluffs on either side and at Paulina on Mill Creek. , On @ terrace remant on the Lewis Martin farm on Waterman Creek, near the center of Sec. 14, T. 94, alt W, Mr. Martin found on the surface a large quartzite slab metate® 1exio in. and 2,-3 in. thick, now in the collections of the State Historical 2%: in the little museum of the Quaker school on Sec. 50, or 31, T. 95, R. 40 W, there are two of these metates, - one of Granite, - both Zound on Waterman Creek. Mr. Jacod Cross, living 1 mile 3. of 4n- ® “‘mealing stones* : 

a i
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Shon, has a very ¢ one of Sioux te which he found on his fara on the Vette land of the Utite Stoes, on which in ‘ % one of two mounds he found shell tempered (Siouan) pottery. \ also nearly ev collector has one or more — rather rough grooved manis we Sometimes 10 - 12 lbs., found not ~ only in the valley but the fields on either side. Occasional pipestone teblets and numbers of these large mauls ere found on the Blood Run terrace in Lyon County and are tentatively regarded as Siouan. | The metates, mauls and tablets of the Cherokee area, then f . may not be Mill Greek bat Siouan. In fact no artifact should be certainly considered Mill Creek unless it, or an exact duplicate has been found essociated with the typical ottery culture. The 80-0a8lled village sites are certainly not ail alike. It is per- haps best that we should take up these sites, one at a time, and describe them and the excavations in them and the material found, during the summer of 1934 and 1935. 

CROOKES sITE. 

“The most northerly site, the Crocks Site, of which we have - Kmowledge, is located on a level terrace of perhaps 15 acres, on the west side and 20 ft. above the flood plein of Waterman Creek, on SE. Seo. 22, and NB. of Sec. 27, T. 95, R. 39 W, O'Brien Coun- 7 4n.E. and W. road on the Sec. line cuts the area in two. On S- side of the road are farm buildings. On the N. side past- ure, with eco burr oak trees, which epparently has never been under cultivation. 
In making a cut in the terrace edge in grading the road down f to the bridge across the creek, a celt and sherds of Mill Creek postery were found. The farmer living S. of the road has a few “ pieces whieh he has picked Up on the sides of the cut. : We visited this site in Sept., 1955, and found a few amall Pieces of Mill Creek en the sides of the cut. 3 We saw no indications of the embankment of an enclosed area as at the Witrock site and no indications of hut pits, or of camp refuse heaps as at Braunschweig's or the other sites on the allu- vial bottoms farther down. 
On the bluff top one-fourth mile south is a string of three round mounds, 26 ft. in diameter by 18 in. high. 

WITROOK SITE. 

rook Site, an enclosed areas thie 12 tetasSe tess the ee ettgtit: » an enc ares. a along edge of the térrace on the Bast side of Waterman Greek, the top of whieh ie 15 ft. above the flood plain. 
% covers a rectangular area @pproximately 190 ft. HN. and S. by 176 ft. EB. and W., in the SW. corner of the IW. WW. Sec. 11, 7. 94, Re 39 We Surrounding it is an embankment the top of which averages 2 ft. above the natural level of the surface of the terr- ace, outside of which is a shllow ditch, 2 to 10 in. deep. 

- } 
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The inside at a few inches below the level of the embank- meat top, is covered, except in the SE part, with shallow, irre-— gular depressions. 
Dr. Keyes believes these to be, for the most part, hut pits, but at the time of our visit Sept. 2i, 1934, it was covered with such a denee growth of prairie grass and flowefs that it was im- possible to form a definite idea of the surface. : 1 ‘It may have been a palisaded Camp but this can only be de- termined by excavation, as also whether or not there are certain- ly hut pits inside. Gonsiderable desultory digging has been done years - on this site by “relic hunters". It is said that con- j Siderable pottery was found. From the 3W corner the terrace slopes | down very steeply to an old nn filled channel of the creek. | Perhaps at the time of occupancy it da there. On the terrace j slope here we found small ee sherds of Mill Creek culture. It was on this site that Mr. Witroock found the lons-shaped piece of ee quartz. The area has never been under cultivation. There 8 @ story current in the neighborhood that one of the former own- i ers tried to "break it up" but his plow struck so oo that | he had a it ups We saw no rocks nor signs of plowing. 
On the bluff top to the west, was a large mound now much re- duced by cultivation. 

( Daring the Sumter of (P37 th/s site was Anrchaced. by the Stave 
of lowa ano wi// be Ser acide as a preserbe. ) ‘ 

North-East of this site the creek valley widens out forming &@ bay in the hills in the north part of which is the high isolat- ed round hill probably part of the old , train. To the sE is a similar bay. Both are one-half mile wide. Between them lies & salient to the west of the East bluff on the top of which is a remmant of the gravel deposit. On the west part of this bluff is @ string of three round mounds. 
. hh: every ee. seaies the Eee binee. tree pom fe = 

Sioux, are fo stragg groups of small round mo « Pour pod these we excavated but all were barren. 

‘  BRAUNSCHVEIG ome: 

4t two and one-half miles south of Witrook's on a low allu- , vial terrace on the west side of Waterman Creek at the point where 
its valley —" into that of the Big Sioux, near the center of the 
MW. of Sec. » Te 94, R. 39 W, is the Sraunschweig Village mound 
site. is 

This is a mound of alluvial earth and camp or village refuse 
Spproximately four feet high and three hundred feet across. It is 
located on a mal On the west bank of an ancient, complete- 
ly filled-in channel of the Waterman Creek. The Braunschweig farm | buildings and Waterman RR siding are 40-50 rods north on the north 

. end south highway which crosses the site. : | 

ehh . 2 Same
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Mr. Paul Braunschweig, whose father was a pioneer settler who is now about forty years ae fine fellow and a veteran of the World War, does not recall % there was an embankment end diteh around this site. The field on the west of the road has pa long under cultivation and there is certainly no trace of 
now. 

On Sept. 24, 26 and 27, 1935, we excavated three four feet wide trenches across the SW. attenuated margin of the mound but encountered no remants of palisade posts or sign of holes in whioh = might have been set, as we had hoped we might. 
On Sept. 19,20,22 and 22, 1934, working under Project 1047 of the Iowa Planning Board, Dr. Chas. R. Keyes, Sey arene: the writer, Ellison Orr, Asst. Supervisor; Pred Orr and Harrison Ton- ane Workers, we excavated five pits, 5x5 ft. at as many erent places in the central part of the mound area on the west side of eee 
The m earth appeared to be the same black alluvial soil as the ees terrace with which was mixed in places thin ir- seen te sores and lenses of ashes. No certain indications of pits 

were . 

Very littie in the way of pottery or other relics was found in the first foot. In some of the pite this condition persisted to the bottom of yp Bae In others accumulations of mostly large broken buffalo ani elk bones with a sprinkling of those of smaller Snimals - deer and dog - with those of fishes end birds were met with. Half shells of river clams were common everywhere. 
With this camp rubbish was mixed, abundantly in places at all : levels, in others scarce, sherds of the two commoner Sree of Mill Creek ee with a few of those less common. Bone p ercing im- Plements of both animal and bird bones were not rare and an occa- Sen triangalar notched arrow head was found. Mr. Braunschweig 

in his small collection over forty triangular notched arrow- heads a11 found on or in his site. 
Of the unusual artifacts were a lens-shaped piece ("door knob") @ piece of the bitt of a diorite axe and a bone fish hook. 
Small hand boulders of granite and diorite, some of them show- : ing polish, were common. 
By far the most outstanding inclusions were the great ebund- ance of pottery sherds and —_ @nimal bones. All the bones were broken ahewt off, none were split Sens 
Digging in the bank alongside highway crossing the mound, while we were Stier a farmer boy uncovered a cache of 13 buf- falo skulls of differen Sizes. The last day that we dug on this site, Toney found a i piece of a human skull. From its "slick" appearance it was ev aly & trophy oF part of one. 

ny 95 per cent the pottery found was of two 
general types. 

\ . ’
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FRRE2-POTTERT. Gud é / , manele Tass Ne ipia eeece Garters minal | 

Ss ee cca en type m the sherds, none of ' 
= sanesten 5 in. across, iad . ee body pro- | 

often reaching a ©: ° es hav an r 
vaaalente thickness of ie in. The material of which they were 
made Was a compact clay tempered with crushed rotten granite or uf- . 

. tener with a very fine sand. 
Firing puatabed & strong, compact, decay resistant pottery 

of a gray or ash color, which was colored both inside and out, a ; pinkish, brown or black color by a slip, the black polished till it 
shone like a atau? s heel". a | 

e¢ necks = had a seemingly endless varie of shapes i 
and the decorative ian made on them of incised ceeulane lines 
hed an even greater variety. 411 the pottery sherds recovered in i 
oc tec Were sent to Dr. Keyes at Mt. Vernon, who is now making i 
an intensive study of the different types. 

. 4t the ond of the first four days’ digging in 1934, we had i 
84 sizeable pieces of these on only two of which the decorations ! 
were alike. ; 

—-PYER-2- PePPeRy: Subsequent to ic ainarinteees tar vein Kettle anc 
: ‘huball Meonnas tn 1929, thi's type hteame Type 3 

The next most abundant type, (type 21 had a Pveler dowl of 
thinner, gray or drab ware, eae ong with fine sand and decorated 
with closely parallel straight ised lines running horizontally 
entirely around it and the neck as well. 

‘ ana paceee of this type were found than of Type 1. From 
the Broken tle mound in Plymouth County - to be described later - 
we recovered enough of one vessel to restore it and there were also 
Cea enough of ears found by Mr. R. L. Little in the mound on 

. 8 farm 7 miles Ss. Cherokee, on the bluff — on SE. Sec. 32, 7. 
' 91, R. 40 W, to have an excellent restoration made. 

Pieces of this 7 pottery were found only about half as of- 
ten as the type first described. Like that type the pottery was 
strong and durable. 

Me seemnae tare fons this type in the ex- 
TYRE # POTTERY. Cararlone (” Tereken Nettle or Kick all Moun ses, (LBP: 

4 third type not found in near so great abundance as sither —~ 
of the foregoing and much smaller - often not ovine four inches- 
the finest ware of the Mill Creek —.- sje ane 8 -. Saat 
lobular or somewhat pear-shaped - a a ° was * 

iy without sgmemea® ont Righly polishes Diack inside end outs In oq 
course of excavations he Mill Creek sites, we found several 

pieces of this type showing one-fourth to one-half of the bowl and 
neck of this elegant ware 

3 
-B¥BB~4-RODDERE.. Se rsequent to Zxearat cane ae Broken /cetsie 

. ; aud Xidtbel! Mounds, this Type became Type. S- 

2 4 fourth =e Was a coarse undeoorated, uncolored vessel 
: shaped like = basin with straight sides and a flat bottom, or like
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; ot Peniones “milk pan” of 50 ago arent for a smeil 
wisus 8 , ont of the rim, ¢eemlage waneek oe ge tg 
Pound in the Broken Kettle mound and near it half of 2 The 
whole vessel had a diameter of approximately 10 in. In other sites 
we found occasionally a piece of one of this PU: It is _ 
peg rage cell age yp Rigo ey Bape Short Bom in diameter, 

: > end ee shaped like the head of a bird or animal found occasion- 
ally et ong Be Rev. Van Voorhis in the Magnusson site, were brok- _ 
en off the r of vessels of this type. 

TYPE 'S POTTERY. Cui eee ee” i Terotten Hetetle 

In e pit on the Hill terrace, we found one-fourth of a vea- 
sel of the Sur"tyy0. The cross secticn of this, actual size,delow 
gives the best idea of ite shape. It was undecorated and uncolor- 
ed. mn 13th 
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4 fine S in. greenstone celt and — good sherds of first and se- 
cond types were also found in this pit. 

HILL SITE. 

- Up the valley of the Big Sioux about one and one-half miles 
East from the mouth of the Waterman, is the west end of the Hill 
Seeeer izing clans. foot of the bluffs on the north of the former 

; 8 with a of 6ne-fourth mile, half as wide,and having 
a@ neigat of 60-70 ft. above the river bottom laads on the south. 

se + ie |
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ae —— is "as a as a See" and has been under cultive- 
\ on many |, Smad in working it the owner, and others; have 

found peebietorte material over the efitire terrace. 
the east end was « string of three small mounds re- 

duced by cultivation to a few inches in height. 
any in the summer of 1935, a corpany commenced with a drag 

line shovel to strip the three feet of soil from over the underly- 
po Dg pen deposit. Work had progressed from the west end ancov- 
er a Lo one-hundred and fifty feet wide in the middle, 
to near one 1f the length, spitting the earth in great heaps 
along the south margin, Speitivng . 

It was reported to Dr. Keyes that they were finding Indian 
: skeletons one cee and we were sent there to get all possible 

information Salvage such material as was uncovered before all 
was destroyed. 

On arriving we learned that several skeletons with broken 
ee had been thrown out. 

e first excavated thoroughly the three mounds but found 
them absolutely barren. 

Pour pits approximately 4 ft. in diam., dipping dowm into the 
gravel & to 12 in. below the bottom of the black soil were found 
as the stripping progressed. In these were a few bone fragments 
and sherds of the two most abundant ree of Mill Creek pottery. 

On work with the drag line shovel being suspended, we ex- 
cavated what sapeanee to be a small, very obscure mound near the 
— edge of the center of the terrace and south of the spoil 

ips. 

gan are field notes of this excavation: 
~-----"dug E and W trench, at W. end of which struck a boulder 

lined " 3 ft. in diameter, at the bottom of the black 
; soil in. below the surface. This pit was filled loose- 

ly with para soil, sand and a few hand boulders, reach- 
a total ssi below the surface of 56 in. In it were a few 
broken buffalo bones, one large shoulder bladé digging in- ae 
a. and —_ pieces of pottery including some fine rims j 
MH = one) and corrugated ( two) ware. Among them was i 

4 a type new to us. (Type Also a fine 8 in. celt of : 
greenstone. Connected with this pit, on the south, was an- 4 
other filled with black soil and olay, which contained only : 
a few fragments of type one pottery. ‘ 

; 

Although there were abundant signs of this terrace nore j 
been used for camps or villages, we were unable to find any indica- 
tions of a mound of village refuse as at Braunschweig's, nor did 
Mr. Hill or others that we questioned know of there ever having ' 
been such a mound. 

Quite —— these were also the conditions at the Crook's ; 
Site on Waterman Creek. 

FPREDSULTMAN SITE. 

On Sec. 11, T. 95, R- £8 W, on @ high terrace on the north 
side of the Littie Sioux, avout five miles SE of Peterson in Buena 

aerate nnn nnn
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Viste County, is the Fred Bultman site. 
This when firet visited by . bares, Was mostly raw prairje 

and he is confident that he was able to distinguish hut pits. Sur- 
face finds when cultivating led to its discovery. 

It lies on a slight elevation of the | ag oe surface of the 
terrace between two shallow depressions on the t and West re- 
spectively, and near its river edge along which there still remains 
& marrow strip of virgin prairie. 

On Oct. 3, 1934, we dug three 5x5 ft. pits in the corn field 
now covering the Sn ee of this site. in the first two 
we found not very abundant sherds of the first two types of Mill 
Creek ire. 

the third at a depth of 30 in., was a 5 in. stratum con- 
taining much burned clay, at E and W sides of which was a charcoal ; 
log sround 5 in. thick and a foot. long lying horizontally N and s. 
Above the south end of the East log at 12 in. below the surface was 
@ nest of & perfect greenstone celts and beneath ths south end of 
the same log, a fourth. 

The one thing which is to be ~— in connection with our 
work on the Mill Creek culture sites is, that we did not return the 
next 5 mg enlarge this third pit. It may have been the site of c 
burned t. 

Although we looked the ground over carefully, we saw ao indi- 
cations of an oe embankment or ditch, either in the field or 
the raw prairie, nor hut pite in the prairie. 4 part of what was prairie when Dr. Keyes saw it had, between his visit and ours, been 
plowed up, and it may have been on this strip that he saw the hut 
pits. The third pit, in which we found the charcoal logs, was on 
this strip. 

WATERMAN SITE. 

On @ high terrace remmant on the south bank of the Little 
Sioux, on the NE. of Sec. 26, T. 94, R. 39, W, is the Waterman site 
discovered by the finding of pottery in cultivating ite 

“On it, now in s pasture, we found a few emall sherds of 
type one and two Mill Creek pottery. 

MAGHUSSEN SITE. 

The Magnussen “steg site is located just west of the cor- 
mer to Secs. 2,5,10 and il, T. 95, R. 39, W, in Cherokee Comers on 
a “hi po og on the second allavial terrace. This, like the Braun- 
schweig site, ‘2 a low mound of soil and village refuse and like 
thet site lies on the bank of an old filled in channel of the strean. 
It has a probable diameter of at least two hundred feet. 

On Oct. 1 and 2, 1934, we dug four pits in this site.Two con- 
tained almost nothing, the other two were quite — 

Alternating irregular deposits of ashes and common black allu- 
vial earth’were encountered in both for a _— of five and one-half 
feet down to the undisturbed bottom land soil. 5
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: In these types 1 and 2 of the Mill Creek, were found abdund- 
antly in connection with broken large animal bones, with a tend@- 
ency to occur in nests or bunches from 1 ft below the surface to 
a ae of five and one-half feet - the bottom of the deposits. 
Besi the Sos. four bone igplements,3 unfinished or 
or broken disks 1-1/2 in. in diameter made from pottery sherds, a 
7 of an implement made from limestone, and a not very perfect 
— stone - "door knob", were found, but no flint pieces 

or flakes. 

Thie mound hg oy to have yielded "relic hunters” sons 
in it, a number of half moon-shaped, and animal and bird — 
We found none but secured one, a bird head, from Mr. Magnussen 
found it when cultivating over the mound. We also got from him, an : 
unusually fine notched triangular - typical Mill Creek - arrow- i 
head found in the same way. 

4KERS SITB. 

The Akers site like the Braunschweig and Magnussen sites, is 
@ low mound of village refuse on a high — on second alluvial ter- 
rece on SW. Sec. 20, T. 93, R. 39 W, and like them lies on the Ww. 
bank of a long abandoned filled channel of the river. 

In it Oct. 9, 1954, we dug two eos broken large bon- 
e8, pottery sherds of Types 1 and 2 of the Mill reek, and a few | 
bone implements. ~~ i| 

MATT BREWSTER SITE. 

Bear the center of Section 4, T. 92, R. 40 W, on doth sides 
of the north and south public road which here leaves the bottom j 

: lands and climbs to the top of the 40 ft. — remnant of terrace, - 
or 7 is a long drawn out low spur the bluffs of drift. ; 
farther - and turns East along the level top on the south : side of Hill Greek, is the Matt Brewster village site, the type 
site of the Mill Creek culture, about four miles north and one aud 
one-half mile west of the city of Cherokee in Cherokee —- 

Perhaps an eighth of an acre of the site lies west of the 
road, the remainder on the Bast side on the Matt Brewster farm. 

4s there is no indication of a refuse mound, embankment or i 
ditch it is impossible to oey: without extensive excavation, how t 
large this site is. It was discovered by finding pottery, bones, 
etc., in the earth plowed out of the ditches in grading the road. 
: On Oct. 6, 1934, we excavated a trench five by ten feet along the east side ef the road in which we found abundant pottery sherds 
of typex 1 and 2 of the Mill Creek culture, large broken bones and 
half a dozen bone eS Ho chipped flint or other i 
material was found. To the north-east on the bluff top are two ‘ 
round mounds much reduced by cultivation. 

On the bottom land ao @ re-entrant curve in the east- 4 
bluff line, to the 3E of the site, we were told the finding of pot- a 
tery indicated another village site but we did not have, time to 
look over this. We were also told that about three miles up the ' 
creek was still another site. |
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ray rode down the creek there is a wide compact ber of"nig- ger-head" boulders across the stream, ¥ shaped with the point down Stream. Above it is a jos reach of deep still water. This bar is believed to be a prehistoric fish bow je 
TS probably is a nateral forms om as around a bend of the. creek, a little farther down, the boulder rift a@gain shows. However for ail that it may have been used for a fish trap. 

PHIFPS SITE. : 

One and one-half miles below the Matt Brewster gite, on the o> side of Mill Creek on e natural mound, a shred of terrace 
ft. above the bottom lands, on the NW. Sec. 15, T. 92, R. 40 W, : is the ate Site. 

In this site we dug two pits on Oct. 6, 1934 finding abund- ant pottery sherds of types 1 and 2 but none out of the ordinary. : Also a few bone awls but no other material. Mr. Gilchrist who show- 
us this site said that Mr. Stiles once found a whole small pot on the north slope of the terrace about five rods from 
where we dug, out of which it had been worked by rains. Bits of 
pottery were found on the surface over the entire top of the mound, 
roughly oblong, about 200 by 300 ft. 

CHEROKEE MOUNDS. 

On the north end of a long high terrace just north of Chero- ! kee, west of the Little Sioux, highway No. 21 and the RR, and soutk 
sh of the viaduct across Mill Creek, is a procession of 15 round mounds running from the steep north slope of the terrace at the F foot of which is Mill Creek, south. These mounds have been great- . ly reduced Fg oa ye a We were told that the owner of the land 
would not al "relic hunters" to dig in them but years ago had ex- cavated them himself finding nothing but skeleton® hich the relic 

. hunters oe as a gucd Jens 3 
In the field along the north edge of this terrace, and espec- 

ps | around the North end of the string of mounds, much Lie 
erial - mauls, hammer stones, rubbing stones, mullers, etee, 
been ce up, and the fields to the north of the creek have been 

: good ting ground. 
At four miles south of Cherokee, north of where road No. 31 

Crosses the Little Sioux, the 60-70 ft. high terrace on the East 
— of eS stream hes a width of half a mile on SW. Seo. @2, 7. 

91, R. 40 B. 
4 little East of the edge of the steep west side, about forty 

rods apart are what were once two large mounds now much spread out . 
by cultivation. 

Over the large area of this very level terrace considerable ; 
' Scattered, mostly the larger rougher, material has been picked up. ' 

;
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Except pottery sherds, lens-shaped stones and notched triang- 
plar arrow-heads, none of the abundant surface artifacts found over 
the entire Cherokee area can with apy certainty be considered Mill 
ereek - it T's be Siouan. To be certain that any particular find 
is of the Mill Creek its co-type must have been found in a village 
site or with Mill Creek pottery. 

Mounds are without doubt to be found me all the prominent 
bluff tops along the Little Sioux, Waterman, Mill and other tribu- 
tary creeks in the Cherokee Mill creek culture area, and less fre- 

~— on the higher terraces. 
luff top mounds apparently seldom exceed three feet in height. 

Many of them, even on land that never has been under cultivation,as 
on the top of the high prominent bluffs as on sec. 34, T. 94, R.39 
W, in O'Brien County, - or beside the road along the 3. side of See 
9, T. 90, R. 418, in Cherokee ——t. ao not reach a foot in height. 

Although most of these mounds have been “dug into” by relic 
hunters, we were unable to learn of but three instances where skele- 
tons were found - in the Patterson bluff top mounds on the SW. Sec. 
25, T. 94, R. 39 W; the high terrace —s on Sec. 23, fT. 92, R. 4 
W, one mile north of Cherokee; and the R. L. Little mound on the viure top on SB. Seg. 33, T. 91, R. 40 #, 7 mi. south and 2 mi.west 
of ¢ ° ; 

' Only in the Little mound so far as we could ascertain, was pot- 
tery found and t was Mill creek culture. In all we excavated i 
seven small mounds in the vicinity of the mouth of the Waterman and i 
All were barren. 

ee 
j 

BROKEN KETTLE MOUND. 

The Broken Kettle Mound, on Broken Kettle Creek, a little to 
the East of the center of the half mile wide flood plain of that 
Stream, and at less than a mile from its junction with the valley 
of the Big Sioux, on Sec. 3, T. 90, R. 48 W, twelve miles north of 
Sioux City, is separated, as noted on page /#S- , from the near- 
est site of the main Cherokee area by forty miles as the crow flies, 
without a single intervening site. 

The mound material composing this mound as shown om the sides 
of the pit silo in the NE part, and two pits dug by us in the NE 
juarter, oF 27 and 28; one additional in NE quarter and two in ths 

SE. Oct. and 13; and seven which ee made a trench from the 
SE perimeter to the mound center,Nov. 14 to 23, 1934, consists of 
clays of different shades of black, gray, red and yellow, in places 
oon some stratification. j 

m no place was a stratum continuous for more than three to 
ten feet, nor does the mound present the appearance of small heaps 

: that would be made by dumping in baskets-full without spreading. 
There was some evidence of fire or refuse pits being sunk in- 

to acoumulated mound material, in which bone fragments, pottery 
sherds - sometimes large pieces, - bone implements, and beds of 

ashes with bits of charcoal, were found more abundantly than else- 
where. It was however impossible to determine the location of the
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Be Sides of these pits if such were. 
a Pottery eherte, evn ane and broken bones, were found in Se Varying quantity at all levels in all parts of the mound exposed. ae 4il large bones were broken short off - not split as in the Water- 4 Wille Rock Shelter. In a few places fish bones and scales were t% found in abundance. 
Be There wag a very noticeable absence of chipped flint, flak- es es or spalls. One fine triangular arrow-head notched on the side - the same type as found in the sites along Waterman Creek and the ey Little Sioux in Cherokee and O'Brien Counties, was found. Besidss > this there wore less than half a dozen very inferior others. 

ie Of other stone implements and weapons a one small celt, 
& ze and two for Rages Pieces, which the men called "door knobe"were & found. Antler tines, bone awls and other used bones were common. a The people were tee as in the Cherokee area, pot- 
Hs tery makers and users of bone implements. Though the earth from 

. ; seven pits that made up the trench excavated from the circumference wes of the mound to its center was largely sifted through half inch 
bet Soreens, and the material from each foot level kept separate, we Ea were unable to discern any difference either in the structure of 
cia the mound or its inclusions, between the bottom and the higher lev- 5 els - =e were all of the same culture. 

a By far the greatest number of the abundant pottery sherds 
® found in making the excavations,were the same as types one and two ee of the Mill Creek culture found in the village sites of the Chero- ie kee area. The quantity found of the two types being in the same 
4 proportions in both localities. 
“4 type three was also found in about the same proportional. quan- d- tity in both areas. (2ype five we found only in the one pit dug 

ie (pit 5), of the Hill Site as noted on page /S7! . 
if : In our excavations of the Broken Kettle, we were puzzled by 
ed finding from time to time pieces from two to four inches across, : ia at flat. The matter was finally solved when we found an un- 
ep ornamen vessel complete except for a small piece broken out of 
= the rin, ee like the pans used ae ego before the day of 
a cream separators,for cooling milk. a basin with —_ flar- 
H ing sides and flat bottom. This was.type 4. In the same pit we 

or half of another as alao the only celt found in the Broken Ket- 
ie t mound. . 
ig In studying the Broken Kettle Mound and the village site re- 
Fe ‘fuse heaps of the Cherokee area, one eme of the first questions 
8 that ocours is; why and how were they made? 
es Dr. Shetrone in the Mound Builders, on page 184, in comment- 
= ing on the ocourrence of similar accumulations in connection with 
Se the villages of the Feurt prehistoric people of Sciota County, Ohio, 
a says: "Instead of collecting and removing the garbage, they prefer- 
4 ea the-much more laborious method, when the accumulation becomes so 
o great as to be unbearably obnoxious, of carrying earth and burying 
¥ the Gebris whereit lies scattered about. As a result of this pract- 
4 ice it is apparent that the level of the village would be raised at 

: some points, as much as several feet above the original surface of 
| the ground". 

4 If the broken Kettle mound with its sub-hemispherical shape 
a is really a village site and not just a place of ceremonial feast- |
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this may be a sufficient explanation of its occurrence. 
' In Vol. IX, Page 309 of Records of the Past, is a contribu- 
tion by Mr. H. C. Powers of Sioux City, following the digging a tren- 
ch from the south porimeter to the center and of two pits forty feet 
= ute gaa by Mr. A. S. Garretson with a party of help- 
ers a . : 

Mr. Garretson says: “Ko bluff soil was found in it". Really 
there is considerable as an examination of the smoothed sides of 
the pit silo showed. There just didn't happen to be any where he dug. 
He found"ashes and bushels of bones and broken pottery in heaps",as 
aid we, and concludes that “these materials were brought to the 
mound from somewhere else".. 

Then he says that “the building of thts mound must have re- 
quired the labor for many years of ie numbers of people who were 
settled in a village close to this work". (Where?) 

YAll the refuse of such a village consisting of ashes, bones 
and broken pottery was thrown in with the earth required to construct 
so large a mound as this one. The object of those who built it could 
not have been to dispose of this refuse, but was probably to commen- 
orate some important event, while perhaps some one or more of their 
chiefs may be buried under the mound”. 

We are inclined to think this a much more likely explanation . 
than Shetrone's. 
‘ On the highest point of the bluffs a mile or thereabouts to 
the north, farm boy showed us where in plowing com he had turned 
up some bones. On aigeing there we uncovered at a depth of around 

| one foot a deposit ao mass of bundled bones six inches 
' thick over an srea of roughiy eight feet square. The only included 

artifact was half of a diorite celt. These may have been the people 
_ Who built the mound but there is no evidence to prove it. 

The aes characteristic of the Magnussen site, and found not 
80 commonly the others, were semicircular flat pieces of pottery 
attached, es to the rims of type 4, to facilitate handling. 
bose, had a radius of eround one inch, were usually decorated, and 
projected upward in the same direction as the sites of the vessel, 
or approached the horizontal. ¢ 

Quite frequently they were shaped to represent a bird or ani- 
mal head three-quarters to an inch in thickness. 

Pottery disks, rougaly cut out of flat body sherds have aver- 
age diameters of one and one-half inch. Their use is problematical. 

‘ Piercing implements, - awls, - are made from the leg bones of 
a and crane, by cutting with a flint two parallel creases about 

8 inch apart the long way of the bone. At one end they approached 
each other forming a point on the bone lying between them. At the 
other end a short crease across the bone connected them. When these 
creases were cut through the piece of bone thus cut out was scraped 
and polished with a piece of flint or with sandstone.
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. 4 x : 3 Laks Li rt: 

JAR FROM CLIFF-HOUSE NEW MEXICO 

If figures were omitted from the deo- 
; oration of this jar, the remaining closely 

parallel horizontal incised lines covering 
the entire — would resemble the decora- 
tions on Type 2 of the Mill Creek Culture 
pottery.
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Needles were out slimmer and hed a hole drilled through the, 
end a the point. ; i 

+ Stiles of Cherokee has in his collection a piece of bone 
from which one awl has been cut out and another nearly so. We found | 

| one awl made from a crane’s bill. | 

| Digging seplenente. made from the shoulder blades of buffalo 
or elk, some with the blade end much polished or broken from use, 
were found in all the sites excavated. 

ee aes eS cee eee 36S nened cmnveted i 
| on the Martin Johnson - Blood Run - site, and we found them in the : 

ee ee ee ee, hn ee ak the ings tereaee | 
cenetery on the Upper Iowa river. 4 } 

tine San a Se oe Be workers who helped in thd, exouve- 
every pit or trenoh made he mi —_ tes 

in the Gkamubee Ofte ane in the Daoken Kevtle Menaa is- a 
ion that,wherever we encountered nests of pottery, bones and _—" 
nents with Geposits of ashes, that these in spite of the fact i 
wells ag not be made ont, were see ot which fives bed been made i 
prob oF co purposes poss ‘or of pot- 
tery, and less likely in connection with some “uae ” 

j 

|
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West ig - Broken Kettle Mound, Cow Bar | on South ope. West ext of Cow Bark shown, | i Center s Mound a+ HE corner ofharn. Water Tank | at top of Steck M slope down be creek
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